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List of Lebanese Families to be Sponsored for One Year 2021 at the Eparchy of Our Lady of Lebanon of Los Angeles

Families with check mark in the second column are sponsored already, Please 

have the number in the first column and First name in the memo. You may pay 

online at www.caritaslebanon.org  or send a check to Caritas Lebanon, 931 

Lebanon Dr., St. Louis, MO 63104                                                                                                                              

1st column is the number needed to identify the family

2nd if there is a check mark means the family is already sponsored

3rd the amount of money that the family need help per month to be sponsored

4th Caritas Lebanon number of reference (for Caritas use only)

5th First name of the head of the family, and last name initial

6th little description about the family situation

7th the initials of the family that help sponsoring

8th how much money is paid already to sponsor the family in need

# ✓ $ Sector
Social 

File Nb
Name

#Fa

mily 

Mem

bers

Description of case
Sponsor 

one year
Paid

1 ✓ $50
Caritas 

Achrafieh 

CL-AC-

22/201

6

Ikhlas R. 1

A single woman is living alone without any support. She was obliged to leave her work to 

take care of her mother elderly but her mother died a year ago and she is now alone. 

The woman tried to find work but since she’s old she didn't find yet. She asked her 

cousins to support her in order to provide her basic needs. 

JHN $600

2 ✓ $75 Achrafieh
19CLF

04888

Rouwaida 

H.
3

The family is composed of three members, the mother is divorced and she has two 

children (one daughter 14yo and one son 12yo). The family is living in the house of 

mother’s parents who are dead and they pay an old rent.The mother is working in a 

hotel as receptionist and due to the situation of the country she earns only half her 

salary that’s why she’s not able to provide the basic needs to the family. 

RR $300

3 ✓ $75 Achrafieh
20CLF

06583

Lourde El 

Ch.
4

Family is composed of parents the mother and the father who are old. The daughter who 

is separated is living with them with her son who has 14yo. No one is working due to the 

economic situation in the country. To note that the family was living from their savings 

(end of service allowance of the father) but due to the economic situation the family isn't 

able to secure all their basic needs to them that’s why they are asking for help.

FW $300

4 ✓ $50 Achrafieh
19CLF

08098
Charlotte T. 1

Unaccompanied elderly lives alone without any support at Kareem El Zeitoun. The 

woman lives in a rented house (parent’s house- old rent) . She doesn’t have any 

resource, she asked the church and the association to provide her needs. Due to the 

blast the woman has a lot of damage at her house and she couldn't able to repair it. She 

asked for regular assistance to provide for her basic needs. 

JE $50
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5 ✓ $75 Achrafieh

 

19CLF

07885

Tania El H. 4

A widowed mother, 53, has cancer and needs to do treatment but can’t pay all the 

medical fees. She is working in a school and earns LBP 750,000.

She has three children: a son who graduated in computer science but hasn’t found work 

yet; 

a son, 17, who is a student in the secondary school,

and a daughter, 23, who is a university student.

The family lives in an old rented house and has to pay LBP 750,000 per year. The house 

not sunny and very humid and is composed of two bedrooms, one living room.

The mother cannot pay for the treatment fees especially that she needs regular follow up 

and chemotherapy sessions. The CNSS does not cover all the medical expenses and 

the salary is not sufficient to provide the basic needs, food, bills and medicines.

SRD $300

6 ✓ $50 Achrafieh
20CLF

09902
Wadiaa Z. 1

The woman is old, single she suffers from cancer and she needs to be treated. She 

doesn’t have any resource and she’s living in vulnerable condition at Karem El zeitoun. 

There is no income and no regular assistance. Needs to be supported for regular follow 

up.

WJ $50

7 ✓ $50 Rmeil
19CLF

05092

Antoinette 

A.
1

Unaccompanied elderly with health problems. She has been living in her old rented 

apartment for so long. She is stressed about being alone, rarely visited by her wider 

family. She has no income except some support from her sister's son who assists her 

through getting her some medicines , food and little amount of money depending her 

needs.

RBW $50

8 ✓ $50 Rmeil
19CLF

07494
Samira F. 2

 2 sisters, former teachers, of retirement age and under continuous chronic treatment. 

They were forced to change accommodation twice before ending up in a new rented 

house. They are used to  living in Achrafieh region where they have lived for  their entire 

lives and do not easily accept change. They live on what remains from their savings and 

on the help of  few of their loyal students. They are mainly counting on the generosity of 

their friends to survive.

MLC $150

9 ✓ $50 Rmeil 
20CLF

02471
Samir H. 1

SH, is retired and lives alone in a room on a top floor offered by his friend. He depends 

on charitable aids. He does not have any savings after several years of free work in the 

repair and installation of satellite services. He has no one and his extended family is not 

by his side. SH suffers from a deformity of the vertebral spine, has a Hump on his back 

that limits his movements. He also suffers from inflammations at his feet. 

MTA $200

10 ✓ $50 Rmeil
20CLF

14393
Leina L. 2

Family composed of a grand mother and her eldest son. Unfortunately, her daughter 

had had marital problems and left her son at her mother's responsibility with nothing in 

return. The young boy was stateless until his grandmother decided to register him to her 

name so he can get legal papers. She currently works as a daily cleaner in several 

houses and she depends mostly on charities since her job doesn't offer any kind of 

stability.

She lives in a rented house and is quite worried about her grandson's future.

MEE $600
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11 ✓ $50 Rmeil
20CLF

08182

Marie Bou 

W.
1

An old single lady living alone in a small rented house. Despite her age, she is still 

working as part time receptionist at the Sageese Foyer for 350,000 L.L. . Basically she 

doesn't ask for help  from anyone. but lately, she had some health problems and needed 

continous medical treatment. She is known for her kind character and  she was 

supported by some of her friends. She is also stressed about what's coming as she can 

no longer work.

MLC $150

12 ✓ $100 Rmeil
20CLF

01303
Hanaa M. 5

Family composed of a mother (headed household) and her 3 teenage children. The kids 

are continuing their technical and academic studies with the help of charities. Her 

husband is in prison for a drug case. Having no stable resources, the woman is living 

with her sister-in-law, with whom the relationship is not so good. She is looking for a job 

to help her family. Her electricity and water bills are not being paid. 

LM $100

13 ✓ $100 Rmeil
20CLF

15620
Mabelle G. 5

A family made up of an elderly mother, her divorced daughter who is a cancer survivor, 

another daughter who is the only one providing for the needs of all members, and her 2 

grandsons whose parents are divorced and out of the country for the moment. Their 

father tries his luck to find a job in Dubai but it is not stable. Their aunt, the only one 

working, is indebted for her work to allow the children to continue their online education 

and not lose their academic year.

LDB $100

14 ✓ $50 Ras Beirut 
19CLF

05156
Marcelle G. 2

A family of 2 older people. The woman is 83 years old and has physical and mental 

disabilities due to stroke. She follows physiotherapy sessions. The man is 90 years old 

suffers from diabetes and heart problems. They have a lot of medical expenses and 

need financial support to secure their basic needs.

MLC $150

15 ✓ $100 Ras Beirut 
20CLF

11789
Bachir S. 5

A 86 year old woman suffers from many health problems and has 4 children, one of 

whom has hemilplegia. They both need special care They need diapers and 

medications. His son is the only one who is employed and try as much as possible to 

secure her mother's needs.

AB $300

16 ✓ $100 Ras Beirut 
20CLF

10958
Fouad Z. 5

This family is composed of 4 members who live together in a rented house. Mrs Roukia, 

aged 66 years old, suffers from metastatic cancer. She was operated and treated. These 

past few months, she presented episodes of pneumonia that needs a gastrostomy. The 

head of family, aged 71 years old, is unemployed because of his age and the country's 

situation. He is known hypertensive under treatment. Their son Fouad is a policeman 

with a minimal salary. He is divorced living with his little daughter at their parent's house. 

The family needs our help.

ES $1,200

17 ✓ $100 Ras Beirut 
20CLF

10988
Antoine M. 6

An old woman aged 89 years old, suffers from an obstruction in the throat caused by her 

Alzheimer. Her case requires a naso gastric probe so she can receive food in her 

digestive system. She needs food that cost 1,000,000 L.L. per month and diapers for 

480,000 L.L. She was hosptalized many times.

MA $400
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18 ✓ $50
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

19CLF

05564

Victoria Al 

J.
2

They are a vulnerable family. She lives in Deir Mimas. It is made up of 2 people (a sister 

and her brother)

The sister takes care of her sick brother who also suffers from a disability (impairment of 

mental and intellectual functions, which leads to difficulties in thinking and 

understanding, leading automatically to problems of expression and communication). 

She works according to demand as a cleaning lady or day laborer to earn daily bread. 

Their parents are dead and they don't have any returns. Currently, due to the economic 

and financial crisis in the country, the sister is unable to meet basic needs and provide 

expensive medicines.

Accommodation situation: Accommodation is private property. It consists of 2 rooms, a 

kitchen and a toilet. It’s damp and needs some maintenance, but it’s very clean.

Financial conditions: No Income or resources. This family depends on some 

humanitarian food aid (benefactors and Caritas). Its economic situation is very difficult. 

Family in debt (drugs - heating - electricity).

MLC $150

19 ✓ $100
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

19CLF

09652
Nemer H. 6

This family is large and very vulnerable, lives in Mimes. It is composed of 6 members 

(the parents and their 4 children). The father is a daily farmer who barely gets to buy the 

daily bread for him and his family. No income nor resources. He relies on selling the 

olive harvest to cover his family's expenses. Due to the current economic situation in our 

country, he is unemployed. His wife takes care of their children and helps with the olive 

harvest. all 4 children are at school. Everyone is unemployed, the family's life undergoes 

a verbal violence from the the father as well as marital conflicts that constantly happen. 

The wife is worried about her husband not working anymore and  not having any income 

for the family. And although she is embarrased, she keeps looking everywhere to be 

able to reach her family's basic needs. Adding all this to the difficult situations in this 

country, especially the economic crisis. They own the house they live in; it is composed 

of 4 rooms, a kitchen and the toilets. It is too humid and needs maintenance but it is very 

clean. As for their financial situation; no fixed income and no other resources. The family 

receives some help for food from the benefactors and Caritas. Their economic situation 

is very difficult especially that they have debts (electricity, heater and internet expenses). 

The burden is very heavy on the parents, financially and morally. Considering the recent 

situation of the country, and given the pandemic, a new system of education has been 

adopted through the Internet; this is normally followed by additional expenses. Children 

do not follow their studies online on a regular basis because they could not provide the 

necessary arrangements given the financial state of the family.

MCE $1,200
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20 ✓ $75
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

20CLF

15194
Nadim Al H. 4

This family in need is living in Der Mimes. It is composed of 4 members (the parents and 

their 2 children). The father is sick suffering from a handicap (cardiac and tension). He 

has a continuous expensive treatment. Recently, he became unemployed but he is still 

searching for a job and no results. The wife works as a secretary in a private school to 

help with the family expenses. But due to the economic situation in the country, the wife 

is receiving only half of her salary  that does not cover all the expenses of the family, 

especially that she has 2 children. His son is in university and her daughter has special 

needs and  hearing problems. She is in constant need of special treatments, prosthetic 

devices and expensive medicines. Also, the mother is worried about a further reduction 

on her salary. Moreover, the father is frustrated. They live in their own house; it is 

composed of 3 rooms, a kitchen and the toilets. The house is too humid and needs 

maintenance but it is clean. As for their financial situation; their income is minimal. The 

benefactors and Caritas provide them with food. The family has debts (heater, electricity, 

internet bills and medicines. The pressure is very big on the parents financially and 

morally. Especially with the economic situation of the country and the Covid-19 

pandemic, the new education system that requires a good internet connection leaves 

the parents with additional expenses.

SJN $75

21 ✓ $75
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

19CLF

08835
Adel K. 4

This is a vulnerable family. They live in Rachay El Fokhar with no income nor resources. 

It is composed of 4 members (the parents and their 2 children). The father works as a 

daily worker upon demand but due to the economic situation of the country, he had no 

work at all recently. Although he keeps searching for work but nothing yet. He worries a 

lot he can't afford his family's needs. In addition, he is in a constant conflict with his wife 

that does not work. She is 7 months pregnant and takes care of her 2 little daughters 

that are in a public school. She suffers from a cognitive problem and a psychological 

disorder: she always imagines things and accuses her husband of cheating. Therefore, 

the couple has constant conflicts and with the lack of money, disputes usually occur. 

Adding to the lack of her personal hygiene and her daughters's, the wife is incapable of 

cleaning the house. All this adds psychological aches to the economic and financial 

ones. Their house is their own; it is composed of 2 rooms, a kitchen and the toilets. It is 

too humid and needs maintenance. on top of it all, it is not clean at all. As for their 

financial situation, no income nor resources at all. They depend on t he help of some 

benefactors and Caritas for food and medicines. They are in debt (heater, electricity and 

water). The pressure is very big on the father financially and morally. Therefore he finds 

himself lost and disencouraged. In addition to the economic situation of the country and 

the Covid-19 pandemic, the new education system that requires a good internet 

connection leaves the parents with additional expenses.

AJ $300
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22 ✓ $100
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

19CLF

08950
Gabi W. 5

The family is in need, lives in Khiam; it is composed of 5  members (the parents and 

their 3 children). The father works as a ranger and receives an inssuficient salary. He is 

in debt and he is responsible of a big family. His salary barely covers the house needs, 

adding to it the school expenses, the kids needs and the monthly bills including the 

medicines cost. The wife is at home, she takes care of her children who go to a private 

school. To mention that one of her boys suffers from a back disease, a sprain of the 

spine. He needs continuous care, expensive medicines and medical follow-up. In 

addition, this boy feels different from others and suffers psychologically especially since 

he is in puberty now. The parents are always worried about him. This adds psychological 

aches to the economic and financial ones. They live in their own house; it is composed 

of 3 rooms, a kitchen and the toilets. It is humid but clean. As for their financial situation, 

the family has a minimal income and receives some medical help and soem food from 

the church and Caritas. Their situation is very difficult and they are in debt (heater, 

electricity, water, internet bills and school bills).  The pressure is very big on the parents 

financially and morally. Especially with the economic situation of the country and the 

Covid-19 pandemic, the new education system that requires a good internet connection 

leaves the parents with additional expenses.

LH $100

23 ✓ $50
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

19CLF

10558
Violette F. 2

This is a poor and needy family. They live in Khiam. It is made up of 2 elderly people.

Archival couple, without salary or income. Both are ill and undergo regular and 

expensive medical treatment. In addition, the husband had to be operated for a heart 

surgery, as a result of which the doctor forbade him to drink, but he is still looking for a 

way to let off steam and unfortunately only finds it with alcohol. He never stops drinking 

through his friends and in secret from his wife who always tries to prevent it. The 

woman, older than her husband, tries to keep a certain amount of warmth at home even 

with all the disrespect and verbal violence that she receives from her husband. It is a 

family without children or close relatives. This adds health  and psychological aches to 

the bad economic and financial situation. The house is rented; It consists of 2 rooms, a 

kitchen and a toilet. It is humid and needs maintenance, it is not clean and has mold. As 

for their financial situation they have no income nor resources. This family benefits from 

some medical and humanitarian food aid (Church and Caritas). The family's financial 

situation is very difficult and is in debt (electricity - water - rental fees).

The burden is very heavy on the woman financially, psychically and morally.

NN $600
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24 ✓ $50
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

19CLF

05563

Fahima Al 

N.
1

A single woman suffers from many chronic diseases (kidney, diabetes, blood pressure, 

heart). She lives in conditions of vulnerability.

She is originally from Jdeidet Marjeyoun and currently lives in a house renovated by 

Caritas youth offered temporarily by a donor family from Qlayaa.

She lives alone and has lost all the members of her family (dead - exiles). Her physical 

condition is quite critical; she takes a lot of medication assured to her through donors. 

She has no income and no resources.

She has difficulty moving around and cannot do any work; previously she was a 

seamstress, but due to her state of health and the difficulty of vision from which she 

suffers, she had to stop her career.

Location of accommodation: Accommodation is free. it consists of 2 rooms, a kitchen 

and a toilet. It is damp but clean.

Financial conditions: No income. She receives some humanitarian aid for clothing, food 

and some medicine (benefactors and Caritas). Its economic situation is very difficult.

Additional Details: The morale of this woman is very low because she still feels young 

but suffers from all these illnesses and is left on her own without accompanying persons. 

For that, she needs psychological support.

BC $100

25 ✓ $75 Bekaa North

20CL

M3140

7

Akram H. 4

Mr. Ak, 43 years old, married and have two daughters, the eldest is 6 years old and the 

youngest is 4 months old. They moved to live in Queddam village after living in Qatar, 

but due to the general economic situation, he became unemployed after he was 

dismissed from his work. This family is in dire need of help to be able to meet the basic 

needs.

FNB $500

26 ✓ $50 Bekaa North

20CL

M3139

9

Farid G. 2

Mr. F. 84 years old, widow, lives with his single daughter in a modest house in the 

village of Barqa, without any supporter, or fixed income and he is unable to practice any 

work due to his health condition.

MLC $150

27 ✓ $50 Bekaa North

20CL

M3140

0

Mahibe El 

G.
1

Mrs. M, 67 years old, lives alone in the village of Mazraat Es Sayed in a modest house, 

and she is unable to practice any profession due to her health situation. She does not 

have any support or fixed income to secure her basic needs. BC $100

28 ✓ $100 Bekaa North

20CL

M3140

1

Charbel D. 8

Mr. Ch, 50 years old, married and has 4 kids. He is the only support of the family. He 

lives in a modest house in Mazraat Es Sayed village. He used to work as a daily worker, 

but due to the deterioration of the economic situation, he stopped working.  Mr. Ch’s 

family is in desperate need for help to be able to secure their needs.

VS $250

29 ✓ $75 Bekaa North

20CL

M3140

2

Ghabi L. 4

Mr. G, 49 years old, married and unemployed. He is the only support of his family. He 

lives in a modest house in Mazraat Es Sayed village. He used to work as a daily worker, 

but due to the deterioration of the economic situation, he stopped working.  Mr. G’s 

family is in desperate need for help to be able to secure their needs.

BBZ $1,000

30 ✓ $50 Bekaa North

20CL

M3140

3

Zakiyeh H. 2

Mrs. Z. 73 years old, widow, lives with her single old brother in a modest house in Deir El 

Ahmar village, without any supporter, or fixed income and they are unable to practice 

any work due to their health condition.

MI $600
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31 ✓ $100
Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

20CLF

09942
Rima K. 5

The family consists of 5 members, the father, mother and 3 kids.

He has a small snack (fast food service) but barely breaking even.

He has chronic disease and needs medications every month for this disease.

The mother is a housewife.

The kids go to a private school and their tuition fees are paid by good people.

They live in their own home; they pay 700,000LL/month as a loan for it.

They have lots of debts and what they get as revenue is not sufficient to cover their 

expenses.

AB $300

32 ✓ $75
Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

19CLF

08845

Michel Bou 

I.
3

The family consists of 3 members. The father, mother, and their son.

The father has been jobless for 20 years, and has chronic disease and needs monthly 

medications.

The mother has as well a chronic disease and needs monthly medications.

Their son is a soldier; his salary barely covers their debts.

They live in a rented house that is 3 rooms and that costs them 500,000LL/month.

They rely on support from good people to survive.

JS $300

33 ✓ $75
Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

20CLF

09403
Hoda N. 3

The family consists of 3 members, mother and 2 daughters.

The mother is an old widow bedridden.

One of the daughters is handicapped. She is in need of monthly medications and 

diapers.

No one is able to work; they rely on the good people to support them in their 

medications and diapers.

CSR $900

34 ✓ $75
Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

19CLF

05136
Hanna C. 4

The family consists of 4 members, father, mother and 2 daughters.

The father has not been working for several months but he used to work in the 

municipality as a daily worker. His eldest daughter is a school teacher but she is getting 

half of the salary.

His second daughter is disabled she has epilepsy. Every month she needs medicines 

and diapers.

They live currently in their own home but this house is not healthy and safe at all.

This family has their own revenue, but this revenue is not sufficient for their medicines 

and payments.

DRE $900

35 ✓ $75
Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

20CLF

10903
Odette T. 3

The family consists of 3 sisters who are old, they are all jobless, 2 of them have 

Alzheimer and one has heart problems.

They need medicines every month. They live on supports given to them by good people.

1 of those 2 sisters needs to be hospitalized almost every month.

They live in a 3-room house that has humidity in it all year long.

This family has no revenue and they are in need of food and medication to live a decent 

life.

DRE $900
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36 ✓ $75
Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

19CLF

09006

Hanne 

Hanna Y.
3

The family consists of 3 sisters who are old in age.

One of them is bedridden; she needs support in her living from diapers to medicines to 

survive. She always needs to be hospitalized but the family has no insurance or 

coverage.

The other sister is a home baker in her village but this income does not cover the 

expenses.

They live in an old house made up of 4 rooms.

They get help and support from people around to continue their living.

JN $75

37 ✓ $50
Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

19CLF

06421
Youssef H. 2

The family is composed of 2, old man and his wife.

The man is bedridden so he is in need of diapers and also medication. They have no 

income; they survive from the support given to them by people. They are very lonely and 

only the priest passes by to check on them.

They live in a house with 3 rooms.

They need support to continue surviving and by their medications, diapers and foods.

SPR $100

38 ✓ $75
Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

Cl-Sa-

23/201

6

Sleiman M. 3

The family consists of 3 members, the father, mother, and daughter.

The father is semi-blind since 2016 due to a mistake during surgery. He works in a 

school with half a salary. He needs medications every month.

The mother as well is a semi-paralyzed person. She had 5 operations for the hips and 

she cannot work properly.

They live in a house with 4 rooms.

They have missing payments for their daughter’s school, and have lots of debts.

They need lots of support to keep surviving, buy their medications, their food and school 

payments.

MCZ $500

39 ✓ $100 Tripoli
20CLF

01662
Jihad M. 8

This large family lives in a very poor neighborhood. Young parents aged 39 and 29 with 

six children, all young. The father worked as a day laborer, but now, and with the 

country's economic crisis, he is unemployed. The mother finds herself out of work, at 

home, looking after her family. Three of the children (who are aged 13, 9 and 6 years 

old) attend an official school. The other three, aged 4 and 2 twins(one year old) are with 

their stay-at-home mom. The family is without any medical coverage. The father is 

unable to pay for the rental of the small house (consisting of 2 bedrooms) which is 

unsuitable and unsanitary.To add that he is unable to provide milk, diapers, food. Their 

situation is very critical.

NHA $400

40 ✓ $100 Tripoli
20CLF

02626
Boghos K. 5

This family has 5 members. The father was as a daily worker, (Repairing refrigerators, 

washing machines and air conditioners ...) but it's been several months that he is 

unemployed because of the situation in the country. He suffers from hypertension , and 

cholesterol. In his charge, his mother, an 84-year-old heart patient, also suffers from 

high blood pressure, cholesterol and osteoporosis. His wife is at home to take care of 

the family. The father is also responsible for his twin daughters who had to drop out of 

the private school where they were raised to attend an official school. With the current 

crisis, the family finds itself without any financial resources. So they don't know how to 

secure food, pay the rent fees and the various expenses of the home (consisting of 2 

bedrooms and a living room), in addition to the medicines.

AB $300
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41 ✓ $50 Tripoli

 19CL

F0597

0

Helene C. 2

This family is composed of 2 members; a sick widow, 82 years old. she takes care of her 

monthly medicines from the Caritas dispensary. She lives in a small house where she 

has transformed her living room into two rooms: bedroom and living room, to leave a 

room for her son. Her 49-year-old son is divorced and currently unemployed. Two 

people without any financial return, nor any medical coverage. For their survival, they 

rely on the help of benefactors. 

JGF $200

42 ✓ $100 Tripoli
19CLF

05632
Samira C. 5

The family is composed of 5 members. The father has problems in his nervous system 

(takes medication on a regular basis). He has been unemployed for a long time due to 

his illness. He treats his family aggressively (his wife and 3 children). The mother, 

despite her illness(Disk), works as a cleaning lady to ensure the needs of her family. 

The eldest daughter suffers from Diabetes, and Epilepsy. So three of the family 

members have treatments. The two girls continue their university studies at the 

Lebanese University. The young boy left school to pursue technical studies in hospitality 

at an official school. No fixed return to school, the family is in need.

AB $300

43 ✓ $50 Tripoli
19CLF

09726
Afif H. 2

Old couple, originally from Haytla, lives in Kobbe-Tripoli for a long time. Aged 86 and 78 

years old, sick; they live alone in one room. Being young, the husband worked as a day 

laborer, with age and illness these two people found themselves in need. Without any 

financial return for their medicines, they are supported by the Caritas dispensary. As for 

their survival they are helped by benefactors who are currently facing problems in 

obtaining financial liquidity to meet their own needs and help some needy families.

RW $200

44 ✓ $50 Tripoli
19CLF

08836
Bahia Id S. 1

Originally from Tripoli, this lady still lives in the same city. Widow, 66 years old and sick. 

After the death of her husband from a heart attack, and the death of her son who 

drowned in the sea; Bahia cannot cope well with their absence and still, till today she 

continues to experience deep sadness. Her former marital home, on the ground floor, 

consists of two bedrooms. Her furniture is worn out.She has no resources, she needs to 

be supported. 

CP $350

45 ✓ $50 Tripoli
20CLF

07525
Bedros K. 2

Head of the family, originally from Mina Tripoli, still lives in the same neighborhood, the 

same house. After the marriage of his children, this 70 years old, sick, unemployed man 

continues to live with his wife, who is also sick. Lately, Bedros, who suffers from Cancer, 

has been hospitalized on several occasions, at Notre Dame de Secours Hospital and at 

Nini Hospital, for surgeries and treatments. For their survival, these two people are 

supported by their children (married, also living in critical situations) and by the 

benefactors. This family lived in prosperity, but now, due to the difficult economic 

conditions and the Corona pandemic that the country is going through, and in addition to 

the critical medical situation of the head of the family, this family is known among the 

impoverished families. Like the majority of Lebanese families, she has become, below 

the poverty line, and unable to ensure her needs and treatment.

MM $100
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46 ✓ $75 Tripoli
19CLF

10454
Edward I. 3

This family is composed of 3 members. Originally from Tripoli, they still live in the same 

poor neighborhood, in an old house consisting of two rooms. The father, who is the only 

support in the family, was a "day laborer" who worked as a coffee worker during 

weddings and burial of the dead. Currently, and because of the economic crisis and the 

spread of the Corona epidemic, the head of the family is unemployed. The mother is a 

house wife who takes care of her family and her daughter is a university student. 

Without financial income, the family's situation has become very difficult. The family 

needs financial support to be able to meet their basic needs.

RM $900

47 ✓ $50 Tripoli
19CLF

09626
Esber Al A. 2

Old couple, aged 74 and 72 years old; originally from Kobbé -Tripoli, have lived in Zahrié 

for a long time in a small house with two bedrooms. These two sick people (diabetes, 

hypertension, etc.) are registered with the Caritas dispensary to insure their medication. 

Being young, the head of the family worked as a day laborer in painting buildings. 

Today, growing old, he is like the majority of Lebanese citizens, without work and  

financial income. For his survival, he relies on his married children, who are also 

suffering from the burden of their daily subsistence due to the high cost of living.Until the 

living situation in Lebanon changes, this family, like many families, needs moral and 

financial support.

SPR $100

48 ✓ $75 Tyr
20CLF

03978

Eveline Al 

T.
3

A widowed lady for 10 years with 2 girls, one working and one still studying. The working 

girl get paid 600,000LBP per month. This widow suffers from chronic disease. She lives 

in a house that she does not own. The house belongs to a family living abroad. The 

house is in a bad condition, consisting of 2 rooms, a kitchen, and a bathroom. The 

furniture is in bad condition too. High humidity in the house. She cannot pay for her 

family's expenses (medical, electricity, food). She has a large debt at the neighborhood 

minimarket. She is in need of constant help. 

RM $900

49 ✓ $100 Tyr
19CLF

07507

Fadllallah 

A.
5

This family consists of 5 people. The father works as a concierge and gets paid a very 

salary. He is the provider of a wife and 3 kids, one at university and 2 at school. He 

suffers from cholesterol and hypertension. His wife suffers from disk and joint problems. 

They have high medical and schooling expenses. They live in a rented house consisting 

of 2 rooms, a kitchen, and a bathroom with high humidity (unhealthy). They constantly 

need help.

AB $300

50 ✓ $50 Tyr
20CLF

03957
Habib K. 2

Two siblings live together in their 2-room house in poor conditions. The man does not 

see clearly because he has a problem in the retina.The woman has triglyceride and 

cholesterol and hypertension. The man used to be a fisherman and stopped due to his 

sight problem. They have no income. They are unable to meet their basic needs or pay 

for electricity and food. They need our help.

DS $600

51 ✓ $50 Tyr
20CLF

04161
Raimond A. 2

This man is a fisherman and responsible for his elderly brother. Both are single and 

have no provider. The elderly broke his leg in an accident and underwent an operation. 

But because of his age, he is unable to fully recover and walk without a walker. The 

fisherman suffers from chronic diseases. They live in a rented house of bad condition 

consisting of a room, a kitchen, and a bathroom with high humidity. They do not have a 

fixed income and no social security, so they cannot meet their needs.

AHB 50-
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52 ✓ $75 Tyr
20CLF

04003
Antoine K. 4

A family consisting of husband, a wife, a young guy and a mother of the husband. The 

father works at a hospital, gets the minimum wage which is insufficient in our current 

economic circumstances. His elderly and sick mother lives with them. She suffers from 

chronic diseases. The young guy is still in school. They live in a rented house in addition 

to electricity, food, water, school, and medical expenses that he is in charge of paying 

them. Only Caritas is helping them. They need constant help.

OLOCCh. $900

53 ✓ $50 Tyr
20CLF

03158
Leila F. 1

A widowed old lady has 3 kids, all married and in a bad financial situation. This lady has 

diabetes and hypertension. Nobody helps here. She lives in a rented house consisting of 

3 rooms, a kitchen, and a bathroom in adequate condition. She must pay electricity, 

water, and medical bills. Because of the current economic circumstances, her kids are 

unable to help her properly. She is in desperate need of help.

OLOCCh. $600

54 ✓ $75
West Bekaa 

& Rachaya

20CLF

09628
Victoria N. 3

A widowed woman (80 years) lives in ain zebdi. She has no income and no social 

security. She suffers from health problems and needs arounds 100,000/month 

medications. Her daughter is divorced and doesn't work and needs around 50,000 

medication every month. Moreover, she has to pay the divorce fees and provide her 9-

year old daughter's basic needs. Sometimes their relatives help them but this not 

enough.

OLOCCh. $900

55 ✓ $50
West Bekaa 

& Rachaya

20CLF

14817

Henriette Al 

A.
1

A single woman 54 years lives in Ain Zebdi. She suffers from health problems and 

needs medications every month around 200,000/month. She is not insured or covered 

by the social security. She gets helped by her brother sometimes.

OLOCCh. $600

56 ✓ $100
West Bekaa 

& Rachaya

20CLF

07934
Georges K. 5

Family of 5 persons: father, mother, the son and his wife and their child (4 years). They 

are all unemployed due to the economic situation. They don't have social security. The 

father suffers from a health problem and needs around 400,000 LBP/month 

medications. They cannot meet their basic need and are asking for help.

RC $200

57 ✓ $75
West Bekaa 

& Rachaya

20CLF

01723
Habib K. 3

Family of 3 persons lives in kherbit anafar. Two women (56 and 60 years) one of them 

has a mental retardation. Their brother is the only one who works and receives 

300,000LBP/month. The family need around 400.000LBP/month medications. They are 

in dire need of help.

OLOCCh. $900

58 ✓ $50
West Bekaa 

& Rachaya

20CLF

14762

Olgua Abou 

J
1

A woman (85 years) lives alone in an old room. She doesn't have any income and no 

social security. She relies on the help of benefactors.
OLOCCh. $600

59 ✓ $75
West Bekaa 

& Rachaya

20CLF

14759
Amal K. 4

A family of 4 single sisters (60-63-65-71 years old) lives in an old house in poor 

conditions in kherbit anafar. Two of them have a mental retardation. They have a small 

agricultural land that secures them around 1,000,000LBP/year, and they need around 

400,000LBP/month medications. 

OLOCCh. $900

60 ✓ $75
West Bekaa 

& Rachaya

20CLF

14829
Youssef M. 4

Family of 4 members, have a butcher shop that generates an income of around 

500000/month .The father has a problem with his leg and needs medications every 

month around 70,000LBP/month. His wife and son  (24 years old) don't work. His 

daughter is married and doesn't work.

OLOCCh. $900
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61 ✓ $75 Zahlé
20CLF

12925
Samir A. 3

A 66 year old father who has been neurotic for some time because he was kidnapped by 

the Syrians since they returned to Lebanon who was a Loto seller but currently 

unemployed due to the current situation, his 63 year old wife does not record nothing yet 

the paternal mother lives with them in an old house, uninhabitable. He went into debt to 

be able to survive. Family is in dire need of help.

KT 900-

62 ✓ $50 Zahlé
20CLF

12849
Georges H. 2

This family is composed of 2 people. The husband, 88 years old, and his wife who is 77 

years old. Both of them are without any income or resources to live. Theur married 

children can't help them becayse they are in need themselves because of the economic 

situation in the country. Thus couple is helped from the benefactors and the priest of the 

church. Our help will be a good support to cheer them up.

MEE $600

63 ✓ $75 Zahlé
20CLF

12026
Ghaby S. 4

This family is composed of 4 members. A 59 years old father suffers from cholesterol 

,rheumatism and so he is under regular treatment. His 56 years old wife suffers from 

osteoporosis and undergooes an expensive treatment. They have 2 small children in 

school. The father who worked as a day laborer, is currently unemployed because of the 

bad economy; he is suffering from debts to be able to live. In order to overcome the 

present diffculties an urgent help is required.

JLS $500

64 ✓ $50 Zahlé
20CLF

11563
Rita M. 2

This family is composed of 2 members; The widowed mother who is 74 years old, cares 

about nothing, and relies on  her 50 year-old son. Her son was a simple daily laborer but 

now he suffers from cancer and was found obliged to undergo chimiotheray sessions, 

radiotherapy and different tests. This family is being helped by the benefactors to 

overcome the difficulties presented. This painful situation requires our support.

TAH $200 

65 ✓ $75 Zahlé
20CLF

10458
Wajih M. 4

This family is composed of 4 members; a 68 years old father with heart disease and 

diabetes, while his 52 years old wife is neurotic, both are forced to undergo a long, hard 

and expensive treatment. They are responsible for 2 children who are in an official 

school. The father does not have any work because of the current situation in the 

country. he finds himself obliged to sell some materials from the house to meet the basic 

needs. This family is in big need of our help and support.

ET $900

66 ✓ $75 Zahlé
20CLF

00207
Tony Al K. 3

This family compromises 3 members; a vidoweer, 48 years old,  is a neurotic patient and 

under treatment. His 56 years old wife died 7 months ago due to a heart attack. They 

have identical twins aged 11 years old; the first is sick paraplegic, he moves in a 

wheelchair and under medical treatment while the second is enrolled in a semi-private 

school. The father who's a concrete  worker, receives a minimal and insufficient income 

to meet the needs of his 2 children. He sometimes finds himself forced into debt to 

overcome the difficulties presented.

RJH $900
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67 ✓ $100 Zawyeh
19CLF

10692
Foutine T. 6

This family is composed of 6 members. The father  is unemployed due to his illness; he 

suffers from a kidney problem (dialysis) and undergoes treatments at the hospital 3 

times a week which are expensive. Not to  forget taking medication on an ongoing basis. 

The mother is a housewife, she suffers from a back problem and anemia. They have a 

son who works in general security and three daughters. two of the daughters are 

mentally and physically disabled since childhood and need continuous care and diapers 

and the third daughter is in good health  and she studies at the Lebanese university 

specializing in English.

The family has no financial support because most of its members are unemployed and 

is facing difficult economic problems, like other families, for this she needs help to be 

able to continue and live in dignity.

NBC $400

68 ✓ $100
Zgharta-

Ehden

19CLF

07838
Antonios M. 5

It’s a family of five, the father used to work in a firm but had an accident that caused him 

permanent disability, and since that he can't work. His wife is a contractual teacher and 

does not have a stable income. The three children are in university, the sick father does 

not have any medical insurance; and he has to make a lot of expensive medicines and 

treatments. The family lives in a rented house and pays 500.000L.L each month.

CEE $1,200

69 ✓ $75
Zgharta-

Ehden

19CLF

07696
Youssef S. 3

It's a family of three, the father is sick, and unemployed and his wife is sick too and she 

has expensive lab tests every month and he takes expensive chronic medications. 

Caritas secures some of the medicines, the daughter has not found a job yet to support 

her parents - and the family has been without income for more than two years. The 

family struggles to survive especially with two sick members, and with no medical 

insurance.

GCA $900

70 ✓ $100
Zgharta-

Ehden

20CLF

14641
Antoine K. 6

It’s a family of 6, the father is the only financial provider. All of the children are enrolled 

in school. The mother doesn't work outside her home. The father works as a secretary 

but his income doesn't allow him to ensure all of the needs of his family, especially that 

he’s paid half of the salary since March. The family needs our support to get through this 

challenging period and economic crisis. 

CMB $1,200

71 ✓ $75
Zgharta-

Ehden

20CLF

07288
Ahmad B. 4

A woman is divorced from her husband, lives in a rented house for 600,000 LBP per 

month. She has 3 children who live with her (ages 34, 30 and 28), but two of them are 

not educated due to mental health problems (Bipolar, psychosis). As for the youngest 

son, he is without qualifications and does not work. She used to work in a restaurant, but 

due to the economic situation it has closed and is currently without an income. She has 

some debt, especially the house rent. Her ex-husband does not pay her the alimony, as 

he is without work, has legal problems and does not work. The extended family helps 

her sometimes, but she needs help to get through this period and to get back to work.

NHA $300

72 ✓ $75
Zgharta-

Ehden

20CLF

14814

Massoud 

Bou K.
4

A father of 2 children enrolled in school. He is the sole provider of the family, and his 

wife is a housewife. He works as a contract teacher, but given the current situation 

(Covid-19), he has not worked for several months and has no performance. This family 

needs our help to at least provide basic needs. Note that the father is responsible for his 

parents and his disabled sister.

JDP $1,000
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73 ✓ $100
Zgharta-

Ehden

19CLF

08448
Fadi C. 8

He is the head of a large family, the couple have 6 children aged between 17 and 3. The 

mother is a housewife, the father is a daily worker, but given the current situation in the 

country, his income is very minimal and it is difficult to meet the basic needs of his 

children. The family lives in a rented house at 400,000L.L per month. Any help will be of 

great help to children and parents who are doing their best for their children.

TBO $300

74 ✓ $100
Zgharta-

Ehden

19CLF

04553
Valia Al B. 5

The family is made up of three children, the youngest has cancer, in addition to the 

father and mother. The father is a mechanic worker, but given the situation in the 

country, his income is almost nothing and he can hardly meet the needs of his children. 

The mother is a housewife. Note that the sick son has regular examinations and follows 

expensive treatments. Any help will be of great help to this family.

ER $1,200

75 ✓ $100
Zgharta-

Ehden

19CLF

05206
Youssef I. 6

The father is a farmer, and has 4 young children. His income is very small and is not 

enough to cover his family's expenses, especially since the children are still at school 

and the wife is a housewife - all financial support helps the family overcome this ordeal.

RLD $1,200

76 ✓ $75 Koura
20CLF

03875
Toufic El F. 3

This family is going through a very difficult economic situation like most of the Lebanese 

families, the father has been unemployed from 2 years ago, due to his critical health 

problem, he suffers from a chronic illness and under regular treatment. And concerning, 

his wofe, she is a housewife, she takes care of her house and her educated little girl. 

This family is vulnerable, without any material support or assistance, hence the father is 

not able to provide for the basic needs of his family's daily life.

FrAK $900

77 ✓ $100 Koura
20CLF

03872
Kamil El C. 6

This family lives in a very difficult economic and psychological situation. The father has 

been unemployed for one year and this is due to his critical health, he suffers from a 

chronic illness and under regular treatment. And concerning, his wife she is a housewife, 

she takes care of her house and her family.

They have four children, two girls and one boy who go the school and one disable girl.

This family has a lot of medical and food expenses due to the sickness of the little girl 

who needs a special diet.

This family is vulnerable and poor, she doesn’t have any material support or assistance, 

hence the father is not able to ensure the basic needs of the daily life of his family.

TB $800

78 ✓ $100 Koura
20CLF

05525
Dalia H. 4

This family suffers from a very difficult economic situation.

The mother is the financial source of her family after the death of her spouse, she works 

as a housekeeper at school, for a very minimal salary, and now she does not have 

schools because of Covid 19, for that she has no salary.

This family is vulnerable, without any material support or assistance; hence the mother 

is not able to provide the basic needs of the daily life of her three children in school.

JY $100
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79 ✓ $50 Koura
20CLF

06503
Antonios Z. 2

This family is a poor family, they are living critical period due to the health of the father, 

who is 62 years old, he has been suffering from cancer disease (bone cancer) for 7 

years, and in need of a regular treatment in the hospital, about once a week.

Regarding his wife, she’s a housewife, she takes care of her husband, they have two 

married daughters, who help them as much as possible, they have their family life and 

they do not have the capacity to reimburse the treatment charge that is between 

800,000 LL and 1, 000,000 LL every week.

JMK $600

80 ✓ $50 Koura
20CLF

13575

Georgette 

D.
1

A widowe  lives alone in the house of her cousin, she does not have children, she 

suffers from several chronic diseases (Diabetes, cholesterol, arterial hypertension…), 

she is under regular treatment. In addition, she suffers from arthritis (joint inflammation), 

she needs very expensive medical treatment which is about 2, 126,000 L.L., and she 

does not have the capacity to pay the cost of the medication. This widowed woman is 

poor and vulnerable, without any material support or assistance for this she needs this 

help in order to be able to cover the debt for the cost of medicines.

TMM $600

81 ✓ $75 Koura
20CLF

14680

Youssef Al 

A.
3

This family is going through a tough economic situation, the father is a Taxi driver, he 

works part time because of covid 19, he does not have a fixed salary, therefore this 

salary is never enough to meet the basic needs of his family which is made up of a child 

enrolled in school and a mother who does not work and takes care of the house and her 

family.

OLOCCh. $900

82 ✓ $50 Koura
20CLF

14645

Marie 

Maroun N.
2

This family lives in a very difficult economic situation due to regular medical expenses. 

They are forced to pay each month approximately 445,000 L.L.

The parents suffer from chronic diseases, and they are under regular treatment, and at 

this time the father is not in good health, he suffers from chronic renal failure and he’s 

under hemodialysis and he needs a regular treatment at the hospital, which is around 

three sessions per. In addition, he had a surgical operation at the artery from one month 

ago.

They have two married boys and one girl, who help them as much as possible, as they 

have their own families and  do not have the capacity to pay all the costs of the 

treatments.

OLOCCh. $600

83 ✓ $100 Metn IV
20CLF

15112
Jean K. 7

The family is made up of seven members, five minor children and their parents. The 

father works as a truck driver in a company. The mother is sick and suffers from Multiple 

Sqleroses,she has to undergo a very expensive treatment. All the children attend a 

private school except the youngest who is still at home. They still have to pay the tuitions 

of the last academic year. Due to the current situation, the father's income is not enough 

to secure the basic needs of his family. Note that they also have to pay a monthly rent 

for their house.

OLOCCh. $1,200

84 ✓ $75 Metn IV
20CLF

15113

Samar 

Abou H.
3

The family is made up of a widow and her two minor sons. The kids attend a private 

school. The mother was previously employed, but she had to leave her job to help her 

kids with their online learning process, because she cannot afford to pay for someone to 

assist them. So they are without any steady income.

OLOCCh. $900
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85 ✓ $75 Metn IV
20CLF

15115
Roni H. 4

The family is made up of four members, two minor kids and their parents. The children 

attend a public school. The father is a men hair dresser and has to pay rent for his shop. 

Due to the current situation, the income he makes is barely enough to pay the rent. 

OLOCCh. $900

86 ✓ $75 Metn IV
20CLF

15116

Hikmat 

Abou K.
3

The family is made up of a widow and her two daughters. The daughters are university 

students and cannot work due to their full academic schedule. The mother cannot work 

too because she has cancer , therefore the family has no income.

OLOCCh. $900

87 ✓ $100 Metn IV
20CLF

08234
Manal F. 5

The family is made up of five members, three minor children and their parents. The kids 

attend a private school. The father lost his job due to the country's situation and is now 

looking for a new one. The mother had a huge car accident two years ago and is still 

undergoing treatment tilll now, and her treatment is very expensive. They are not able to 

pay the school tuitions and the house loan.

OLOCCh. $1,200

88 ✓ $75 Metn IV
20CLF

15168
Jihad K. 4

The family is made up of four members, two minor boys that attend a private school and 

their parents. They have to pay an expensive monthly rent. The father usually works in 

construction, but has been unemployed for over a year now due to the country's 

situation. This is why he is not able to pay neither for school tuitions nor for house rent. 

The father who is diabetic and suffers from heart problems cannot sometimes even buy 

his own medication.

OLOCCh. $900

89 ✓ $75 Metn IV
20CLF

15175
Hoda D. 4

The family is made up of four members, twin kids that go to a private school and their 

parents. The father and mother both have to take regular medication. The father has 

cows, he sells homemade dairy products. His income is not enough to get the basic 

family needs and therefore he is not able to pay school tuition fees.

OLOCCh. $900

90 ✓ $75 Kesr I
20CLF

06067

Tanios-

Khalil K.
4

This family is composed of 4 members; 1 old couple who lives in their own house in the 

village with their 2 children who are unemployed because of the economic situation in 

the country and the covid-19 pandemic. This couple is under monthly continuous 

expensive treatments that cannot be provided. This family, who is without any financial 

resources, finds difficulties in accepting this hard situation especially with the increase of 

prices in all sectors(food, medicines..). 

OLOCCh. $900

91 ✓ $75 Kesr I
20CLF

10621

Jaqueline 

F.
4

This family is composed of 3 members; a widow and her 2 single daughters (50 years 

old) who are illiterate. They live in their own little clean house: but it is humid and 

miserable. The mother undergoes continuous expenisve medical treatments that never 

gets to ensure them because her daughters are unemployed because of the current 

economic situation of the country and because of covid-19 pandemic. This family is in 

debt and lives poorly; always asks for help especially on a food medical level.

StCChLV $225

92 ✓ $100 Kesr I
20CLF

01788

Georgette-

Gergi I.
5

One old single lady who used to work as a house cleaning lady, lives with her married 

brother. The 2 families do not get along very well. The daughter was sent back home 

(fired from work) because of the economic situation of the country as well as the covid-

19 pandemic; she undergoes a lot of continuous medical and expensive treatments due 

to critical health problems (she was operated 7 times) and always asks for help on 

levels; especially food and medicines.

StCChLV $200
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93 ✓ $75 Kesr I
20CLF

14792

Reine 

Boutrous F.
3

This family lives in the village, and is composed of a widow  and her 2 children who are 

at home without work. The mother who used to work as a cleaning lady in a school was 

laid off due to the economic situation of the country and the covid-19 situation. The 

mother is under medical expensive treatments that she is unable to ensure.

GM $225

94 ✓ $100 Kesr I
20CLF

14411

Viviane 

Wadih H.
5

A divorced mother lives with her daughter who still goes to school, at her parent's house. 

The 2 families do not get along. The mother used to work as a sales person but was laid 

off because of the economic situation of the country and the coivd-19 pandemic. The 

mother is under medical expensive treatments that she can never ensure, not to 

mention her daily needs. She is a mother who lives in misery and finds difficulties in 

living.

StCChLV $200

95 ✓ $50 Kesr I
20CLF

14971

Nada Elias 

Al H.
2

This family lives in the village. It is cmposed of a widow and 3 children; 2 of them are 

married while the third is single. The mother used to work as a bus assistant but due to 

the economic situation of the country as well as the covid-19 pandemic she was let go 

and the same happened to her son who used to work in a supermarket. The mother 

suffers from numerous chronic diseases that need expensive medical treatments that 

she is never able to ensure. The sector helps with the medications but it is insufficient. 

This family needs all kinf of help especially a help in provinding food because none of 

them works. They need help in order to live in dignity.

StCChLV $100

96 ✓ $100 Jezzine
20CLF

00008
Bechara M. 6

This family is composed of 6 members; the parents and 4 children. The eldest is 16 

years old while the youngest is 5 years old. The father is an employee with a basic 

salary that could barely cover the bills of his chronic medications. The mother is a 

housewife who takes care of her family. The 4 children are in a public school at the 

village and the mother takes care of their education as well at the house. This family 

lives in its own house in the village next to their extended family who help them.

StCChLV $200

97 ✓ $50 Jezzine
20CLF

14663
Warde Y. 2

This family is composed of 2 members; the mother and her daughter. The mother is an 

old widow living with her daughter in their own house in the village. The mother needs 

regular medical treatments on a monthly basis as well as her daughter who is a mentally 

handicaped girl;the girl is also in need of a stable medical treatment. They have no one 

except her son who lives nearby and helps them financially from time to time, but with 

the current situation of the country  his income is barely enough to cover his own family 

needs (his family is composed of 4 members.)

StCChLV $100

98 ✓ $100 Jezzine
20CLF

07918
Gerges Y. 6

This family consists of 6 members; the parents and 4 children. The eldest is 12 years old 

and the youngest is 5 years old; All children are healthy. The father is an employee with 

a minimum wage, also his old mother lives next to him and he has to buy her 

medications every month. The mother is a house wife who takes care of her family and 

the education of her children because they are all in a public school next to the village. 

They live ina  house with a lot of humidity , no heater and needs plastic coverage around 

the doors in order to block the wind and rain in winter. It's a big family and the father 

cannot respond to all their needs because of his low income and the economic situation.

StCChLV $200
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99 ✓ $50 Jezzine
20CLF

10273
Joseph N. 2

This family consists of 2 members; The husband and his wife. The husband is 57 years 

old and the wife is 52 years old. He used to work in a factory in Beirut but due to the 

economic situation of the country he is now unemployed and with no source of income 

and  came back to their village. Plus both of them need monthly chronic medications. 

The benefactors and the NGOs in their entourage always help them. This is a small 

family but requires a lot of help especially because of the dire economic situation.

StCChLV $100

100 ✓ $100 Jezzine
20CLF

00641
Darine C. 5

This family consists of 5 members: the parents, and three sons. The eldest is 13 years 

old while the youngest is 11 years old. The father is an employee at the village for a 

small income and he has asthma so he has a monthly medical treatment to do. The 

mother is a housewife who takes care of the family and the education of her children. All 

3 boys are in good health and are in school that is near the house. This family lives in its 

own house and is in good condition but the income of the father is really low and doesn't 

ensure the basic needs of the 3 boys especially now because of the economic situation 

of the country.

StCChLV $200

101 ✓ $75 Jezzine
20CLF

14789
Jean A. 3

This family consists of 3 members; The parents and a 15 years old daughter. The father 

works daily as an employee for a basic salary that barely covers the chronic medications 

of his parents. The mother is a housewife who takes care of her daughter and her 

parents in law. The daughter is at school and in good health. They live in their own 

house that is in good condition next to her grandparents.

St.MCh  

GJS
$900

102 ✓ $100 Jezzine
20CLF

14790
Rami H. 7

This family consists of 7 members; the parents and 5 children. The eldest is 13 years old 

while the youngest is 1 year old. The father has a grocery store where he sells 

vegetables and fruits; his monthly income is very low compared to the needs of his big 

family whom each member has different needs than the other ( like the youngest girl 

who is 1 year old and needs milk and diapers which are very expensive recently). The 

other kids are in school and in good health . The mother is a housewife so she takes 

care of the house and the educaton of her children. They live in their own house at the 

village and they are all in good health.

ESD $1,300

103 ✓ $50 Jezzine
20CLF

00094

Bechara 

Bou R.
2

This family is composed of 2 members; The wife and her husband. None of them works, 

both of them are at home and have no financial income to survive every month. They 

are being helped by the benefactors and their neighbors who live near them; not to 

forget the NGOs of the village as well who offer help. To note that both have chronic 

diseases and need monthly medications to be able to survive. They live in their own 

house in the village but not in very good condition.

ESD $700

104 ✓ $75 Jezzine
20CLF

14791
Antoine A. 4

This family consists of 4 members; The parents and their 2 sons. The eldest is 16 years 

old while the youngest is 9 years old. The father is a simple employee at the village with 

a low income comparing to his boys needs and the house's needs. The mother is a 

housewife who takes care of the children and her family. To note that the youngest 

suffers from a physical handicap and he needs a special treatment along with the 

medications he has to take. The eldest son goes to school and is in good health like the 

rest of the family members. They live in a their own house and rely on the help of their 

relatives and benefactors.

St.MCh   

REK
$900
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105 ✓ $100
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

19CLF

10649
Dani H. 5

This family is composed of three children attending school, the father is a daily worker 

he does not have a fixed income, his small income is not enough to provide the 

essential needs of his children (food, bus, clothes, ...)The wife  takes care of her 

husband and her child she tries to look for a job without any result. This aid will help 

them secure their basic needs. 

St.MCh    

NB    Altar 

S. St. 

Anne'

$1,200

106 ✓ $75
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

20CLF

15055
Elias S. 3

This family is composed of a father, a mother and a newborn. the father was an 

employee in a factory but after COVID-19 and the economic crisis he lost his job. The 

family has become without any financial resources, and unable to meet the essential 

needs of his baby (milk, diaper, ...)                                                               

WB $500

107 ✓ $75
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

20CLF

15122
Afife C. 4

This family is comosed of an elderly widowed woman who suffers from several illnesses 

and needs several medicines each month.

She lives with her three single daughters.

One of her daughters works as a saleswoman in a store, her income is so minimal it is 

never enough to meet the needs of her family especially her mother's medicines.

NGD $900

108 ✓ $100
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

20CLF

05578
Rita N. 5

This family compromises a widow who lives with her four children who are enorolled in 

school.

This woman is responsible for the house and the children after her husband's death, 

also she does not work.

This family relies on the help of her husband's family and other benefactors .

St.MCh  

JDM
$1,200

109 ✓ $100
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

 

20CLF

15298

Georges N. 6

This family is made up of four children who are enrolled in school, the father is a daily 

worker he does not have a fixed income and he cannot exercise any physical effort 

because he suffers from a lung problem and he needs several medicines each month. 

The mother does not work. This family is unable to meet basic needs.

St.MCh   

TBO
$1,200

110 ✓ $100
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

20CLF

15123
Michel K. 8

This family is made up of five boys and a girl, the father is a daily worker he does not 

have a fixed income and his small salary is not enough for such a large family, 

especially after this economic crisis. The mother takes care of the house and her 

children.This family needs  help to be able to meet at least its basic needs

St.MCh   

TB         SL
$1,200

111 ✓ $100
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

20CLF

15360
Youssef S. 9

This family is made up of five children who are enrolled in school, the father is a farmer 

he does not have a fixed income, his small salary isn't enough to provide the essential 

needs of the children and we note that their parents live with him and they need 

medication on an ongoing basis, and most of the time he can't afford the expenses. This 

family needs  help to get their basic needs and medication.

KAW $1,200

112 ✓ $75
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

20CLF

15127
Ziad F. 3

This family is made up of a father, a mother and a little boy age 6 years.The father is 

unemployed he lost his job due to his cancer disease and he needs treatment on an 

ongoing basis. Note that this family does not have any social security. The wife  takes 

care of her husband and her child. This family has no financial resources and lives on 

the help of benefactors.

EGD $900
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113 ✓ $50 Jbeil
20CLF

14267
Gladis K. 2

Family composed of the mother and her engaged daughter. The father left the house 

few months ago because of family and financial problems and lives with his brother. He 

came for visits only and he used to be a taxi driver but he is now without any work and 

any income. They have a married son that lives away. The family lives in a rented 

appartment and considering their financial problems ,the owner is not asking for the rent 

fees. The daughter has finished their studies and is without work due to lack of job 

opportunities. The family is actually without any income.

StRCLiv $600

114 ✓ $50 Jbeil
20CLF

14323

Elizabeth 

Nakhle B.
2

An elderly widow  lives alone in her own appartment. She has 2 married sons that live 

away. She is without any income. Her sons do their best to secure for her all the basic 

needs but they can barely secure the basic needs of their own families. She doesn't 

benefit from any medical insurance. Her appartment is furnished with just the 

necessaries.

EGD $600

115 ✓ $75 Jbeil
20CLF

14324
Kafa M. 4

A widowed  lives with her 3 children in their own appartment. The chidren go to public 

schools. The mother started a new job as a saleswoman in a shop and she benefits 

from a very low income (800.000LBP). They don't have any medical coverage. The 

mother can barely secure the basic needs and food for her family.

EGD $900

116 ✓ $75 Jbeil
20CLF

14337
Yasser L. 4

A family composed of the father who is unemployed and has no income, the mother who 

is a housewife and their 2 children. Their daughter  lives with her friends outside 

Lebanon and is trying to find a job because of the lack of job opportunities in Lebanon. 

The son is a freelance reporter and earns a low income. The family lives in its own 

appartment. They don't benefit from any medical coverage. The son can barely secure 

the basic needs and food for the family.

SCM $75

117 ✓ $100 Jbeil
20CLF

14215
Josiane D. 6

A large family composed of the father who is a daily worker that earns a very low 

income, the mother who is a housewife and their 4 children that go to a public school. 

The family lives in its own appartment. They don't benefit from any medical coverage. 

The 2 parents are sick  and under medical treatments. The father can barely secure the 

basic needs and food of his family. The appartment is furnished with just the 

necessaries.

NCNF $1,200

118 ✓ $50 Jbeil
20CLF

14220
Souhail C. 1

A single man lives alone in his own appartment after his parents. He is a sick person 

under medical treatments and due to his health condition he can't do any physical effort 

so he is not able to work. He doesn't have any medical insurance. He is without any 

income. He is supported by the extended family and the priest of the village. 

EGD $600

119 ✓ $50 Jbeil
20CLF

14226
Rita O. 2

Two elderly single sisters live alone in their own appartment after their parents. They are 

sick and under medical treatments. They don't benefit from any medical coverage and 

they are without any income. They are supported by the extended family. Their 

appartment is furnished with just the necessaries.

LD $150

120 ✓ $75 Jbeil
20CLF

14361
Reina N. 3

Family composed of a sick father and a sick mother that are under medical treatments. 

They livee in their own appartment with their single daughter who has finished her 

university studies and is unemployed due to lack of job opportunities. They have 5 

married children. They don't have any medical insurance. They are supported by their 

married children that are doing their best to provide them with all the necessaries but 

they can barely secure their own families with all the basic needs and food.

TK $225
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121 ✓ $50 Upper Metn
19CLF

05015

Eugenie 

Bou S.
2

A single diabetic lady, who is 68 years old, lives with her only brother who is 54 years 

old; severly sick. He is diabetic, and after several opeartions, he is under treatment and 

needs particular '"care of" in addition to the medications that cost 1,000,000 L.L. and the 

special diabetes food that costs 800,000 L.L. They have no fixed resources and they 

receive help from the NGOs who gather to provide the necessary.

AKA $600

122 ✓ $100 Upper Metn
19CLF

07525
Souhail A. 8

This family is composed of 8 members; the father is a daily worker at the municipality 

and receives a salary of 700,000 L.L. , the mother is a housewife and has psychological 

problems. Many problems in the family; a child with leukemia had many treatments and 

analysis that cost 7,000,000 L.L. He is better now. Another kid undergoes a special 

education program and the other 4 kids attend school oor technical studies that cost 

5,000,000 L.L. To add the monthly expenses: food, gas, etc... that are around 5,000,000 

L.L. The situation is very critical and needs support.

ARH $1,200

123 ✓ $100 Upper Metn
20CLF

00393

Viviane 

Abou C.
6

A family composed of 6 members; The father is unemployed and has no income 

resources, the mother is at home and doesn't work because she has visual problems 

and is under a continuous treatment that costs 200,000 L.L and finally the 4 kids who 

are at school for 1,500,000 L.L. The monthly expenses: food 1,200,000 L.L, gasoline 

300 000 L.L. The resources are insufficient especially with the economic situation of the 

country. The family needs our help.

LaH. Al $1,200

124 ✓ $75 Upper Metn
20CLF

00805

Rania Bou 

E.
4

This family is composed of 4 members. There is retirement salary of 1,000,000 L.L that 

is insufficient considering the expenses: school bills 2,000,000 L.L, medicines 200,000 

L.L., food 1,000,000 L.L., Gas 200,00 L.L., diverse cost around 400,000 L.L. and a 

monthly bank debit for 450,000 L.L. This family needs our support.

StRCLiv $900

125 ✓ $100 Upper Metn
20CLF

00386

Catherine 

K.
5

This family has 5 members. The father who works as a daily laborer with a non fixed 

salary that reaches approximately 1,300,000 L.L. He lives in a rented house (335,000 

L.L per month) with his 3 children who go to a public school paying 500,000 L.L. There 

are several monthly expenses like food, gas and others that cost around 800,000 L.L. 

There's a debt of 3,000,000 L.L. The family's situation is very delicate considering that 

fact that there's more expenses than resources. 

LaH. Ja $1,200

126 ✓ $75 Upper Metn
20CLF

00653
 Maya H. 4

Family composed of 4 members. The father is a farmer, the income of the working days 

does nit exceed 700,000 L.L. they have 2 children that go to a private school (cost 

5,000,000 L.L). They live in the village which requires the expenses of gas that are 

250,000 L.L. per month. Food cost around 700,000 L.L. in addition to some diverse cost 

that is 400,000 L.L. Due to the economic situation of the country, the resources are 

insufficient for the expenses.

StRCLiv $900

127 ✓ $100 Upper Metn
20CLF

07526
Marie H. 5

This family is composed of 5 members. The father is an employee at a company for a 

half salary 1,200,000 L.L. because of the economic situation of the country. The mother 

has cancer, passeed through some difficult years and is no under an expensive 

continuous treatment (1,500,000 L.L.) and has alot of tests. They have 3 children at 

school for 6,000,000 L.L. The family lives in the village which requires the buying of gas 

that costs monthly 300,000 L.L. Their monthly expenses, reach 700,000 L.L., are made 

from food and other diverse needs. The family needs help.

StTeresaC $1,000
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128 ✓ $75 Upper Chouf
20CLF

15371
Louis M. 4

Mr. x 91 years old with diabetes problem and hypertention living in a 3 rooms house with 

his single 2 daughters and son - 1 of the daughters has some mental disorder and 

needs monthly treatment - the rest of his family members has a normal situation and 

can't help them financially - his son has a job with half salary due to the economic 

circumustances - and the other daughter has kidney dialysis - the house in need of 

rehabilitation - some leaks and moisture problems - they need this financial aid so they 

can secure the monthly medical treatment and to affoard the standard of life

AKA $900

129 ✓ $75 Upper Chouf
20CLF

15380

Raymond 

H.
3

Mr.x married and has no kids. He lives with his sick father who suffers from hearing 

problems and hypertention disease - He and his wife used to have a job but due to the 

economic situation they are left with no job at the time. They can't afford their basic 

needs. Their house consists of 3 rooms , needs some renovation - moisture problems - 

and they need this financial aid so he can secure his and his father's medicines and 

other fundemental needs.

St.Sh.LA $900

130 ✓ $50 Upper Chouf
20CLF

15397
Amira F. 2

Ms.x widow lady lives with her 12 year old son who is still learning at school . She 

doesn't work and has no income, no social security or medical insurance. The house 

consists of 3 rooms and needs some renovation due to moisture problems and need 

paint job and renew furniture. They need this financial aid so they can secure their basic 

needs and to pay for the learning expenses as well.

AS $600

131 ✓ $75 Upper Chouf
20CLF

15400
Charbel K. 3

Mr.x married with a 15 years old kid - he works as a daily worker in the municipality - the 

wife works as a cleaner in a school for half a salary due to COVID-19. Their house 

consists of 3 rooms and has a bill of 430,000LBP monthly - They need this financial aid 

to afford the basic monthly needs and to pay the house monthly bill.

FDF       

RO          

JR

$225

132 ✓ $75 Upper Chouf
20CLF

15404
Elie M. 4

Mr.x married with 2 boys - no social security number or medical insurance - he had a 

work accident more than twenty years ago, he uses a wheelchair to move around can't 

walk. His monthly treatment costs around 150,000 LB. He works with his father in the 

liberal profession. The house he lives in is for his father and needs rehabilitation 

(moisture problem). They need this financial aid to secure their basic needs and to pay 

for the monthly treatment.

LCM $900

133 ✓ $75 Upper Chouf
20CLF

15407
Michel K. 3

Mr.x divorced with 2 children, the girl 40 years old single and the boy 21 and still 

learning in university . The house is owned by his brother and is composed of 3 rooms 

that need renovation. The family doesn't have a social security number or medical 

insurance . They are unemployed due to the financial crisis and the COVID-19. The 

father suffers from heart problems and needs a monthly treatment that costs around 

300,000 LBP . This family needs financial aid to afford to pay their medical expenses 

and  secure their basic needs.

BJG $900

134 ✓ $50 Upper Chouf

20CLF

08288 Aida Abi A. 2

Ms.x lives in a 2 room house with her brother. They don't have anyone to rely on and 

they are both old. Their house consists of 2 rooms and needs some rehabilitation. They 

have no income and no security social number or medical insurance. They need this 

financial aid to afford their basic needs and the monthly treatment expenses (diabetes 

medications)

NS $600
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135 ✓ $100 Bekaa Est
20CLF

15475
Elias A. 5

A family lives poorly in a modest house, deprived of its basic needs. The Father has 

cancer which led him to stay home jobless. The wife takes care of him; he needs a 

monthly chemical treatment as well as a medical one (both are very expensive). They 

have 3 children: The eldest 12 years old, then a younger girl agen 10 years old and the 

youngest is 5 years old.

RF $200

136 ✓ $100 Bekaa Est
20CLF

15455
Assaf S. 5

This family lives in a simple house which is composed of the father who's working for a 

minimal income not enough to cover the primary needs of his children nor the medical 

expensive treatment of his wife who suffers from "multiple sclerosis". The family is 

suffering from depression and financial problems since the mother is the base of the 

house and she is not being able to take care of the children properly.

StTeresaC $1,000

137 ✓ $75 Bekaa Est
19CLF

05468
Jessica F. 3

This family was living peacefully until life suddenly took away the young husband and 

left the wife with two children in need of financial and moral support. The wife comes 

from a modest family and due to the economic crisis in Lebanon she had lost her job 

and is can now barely secure the very primary needs of her children.

MT $900

138 ✓ $75 Bekaa Est
20CLF

15453
Joelle Al C. 3

This family is composed of a divorced woman, her old parents and her 2 children: the 

eldest in school is 8 years old and the youngest is 5 years old suffers from autism. This 

woman has lost her job and the husband only pays 300,000 L.L per month for his 

children. She is in urgent need of financial support to assist the very basic needs of her 

family.

EEK $225

139 ✓ $50 Bekaa Est
19CLF

05453
Youmna G. 2

A very poor elderly widow lives with her daughter who has special needs in an old 

house. She works irregularly as a cleaner to be able to survive. She relies on the help of  

good people especially that her relatives are also poor. She is in need of all kind of help 

to cover the medical needs of her daughter.

AW $750

140 ✓ $75 Bekaa Est

20CL

M1002

0

Toni C. 3

This family lives in a small house with no resources at all. The son was the only provider 

for his old parents until he lost his job and got sick. He currently needs medical 

treatment. This family is deprived of having the very basic needs to live.

St.Sh.LA $900

141 ✓ $75 Bekaa Est
20CLF

15468

Marc Abou 

F.
4

This man was a simple employee, lives in an old house with his wife, his son and his old 

father. 2 years ago he was diagnosed with cancer and couldn't work anymore. The 

medical treatment as well as the cost of living led this man to the bottom of his financial 

and moral situation.

Fr.TW $900

142 ✓ $100 Bekaa Est
20CLF

15465
Nemer Al C. 5

This family composed of a married couple and their 3 children, all live in asmall house. 

The father is a daily worker and he is not being able to assist the very basic primary 

needs of his family. They live in dire need; all kind of support will be helpful. 

LaH P. 1,200

143 ✓ $50
Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

20CLF

15494
Charles H. 2

Family composed of 3 members: elderly parents live in their own apartment in 

Dekwaneh area, currently they don’t have any financial income. The head of the family 

suffers from chronic disease and under dialyze treatment. The family dosen't benefit 

from any medical coverage. To note that the son aged 23 years old is imprisoned for 

drug addiction. 

CP $600

144 ✓ $50
Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

20CLF

10224
Charbel A. 2

Elderly brothers; one suffers from mental health and the other suffers from physical 

disability. They live in a rented apartment in Fanar area. They don’t have any financial 

income. The family is supported by the siblings. To note that they suffer from chronic 

diseases and under regular medications.

St.Sh.LA $600
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145 ✓ $75
Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

20CLF

09992
Dolly J. 3

Pa separated from her husband lives alone with her parents in a rented apartment in 

Sabtieh area; 2 children registered in a private school. Pa works in a nursery due to the 

lock down and the economic situation in the country Pa only gets a half salary and it's 

not enough to provide the basic needs of her family.

ChoSM 

Rice T  

Altar S  St. 

Anne

$900

146 ✓ $75
Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

20CLF

15509
Caroline K. 4

Family composed of 3 members lives in a rented apartment in Dekwaneh area. The 

head of the family is without work and the family doesn't have any financial income. The 

family has a lack of resources and need a financial support to provide the basic needs 

and the rent fees.

ChoSM 

J.N.      

JMA

$900

147 ✓ $75
Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

19CLF

08366

Ibrahim Al 

H.
4

Family composed of 4 members (father, mother and 2 children). They live in a rented 

apartment in Dekwaneh area. The head of the family is without work, the family has a 

lack of financial resources. The mother and the children suffer from epilepsy and under 

regular medications. 

To note that the children are enrolled in a private school. 

ChoSM 

S.T.
$900

148 ✓ $75
Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

20CLF

09581
Nadine K. 4

Family composed of 4 members (father, mother and 2 children under 5 Y.o). The head 

of the family is a simple employee in a company for a limited income. The wife suffers 

from cancer and under regular expensive treatment. The family needs a financial 

support to provide the basic needs and the regular treatment of the wife. 

PC $900

149 ✓ $50
Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

20CLF

09877

Rosette Al 

Y.
1

Single Elderly woman  lives alone in her own apartment, and doesn’t have any financial 

income. She is supported by charity organization and churches. She needs financial 

support to secure her basic needs and medications especially that she suffers from 

Mental health issue and under regular treatment and follow up.

EEK $150

150 ✓ $75
Littoral 

Chouf

20CLF

15046

Youssef Al 

A.
3

Mr. x has not been working for more than 10 years - widower with 2 kids a boy and a girl. 

They have been looking for a job for more than 2 years but can't find due to lebanon 

economic situation The only financial support was his wife that passed away 2 weeks 

ago so meanwhie they have no income. He suffers from hypertension and diabetes. 

They live in a 3-room house that needs renovation. He is in need of this financial aid in 

order to secure his family's basic needs.

St.Sh.LA $900

151 ✓ $75
Littoral 

Chouf

20CLF

15049

William Al 

A.
4

Mr. x is married and has 2 kids .The only provider for the family is his wife who works for 

a small salary. Their children are still learning in university and they need financial 

aid.The house consists of 3 rooms and in need of rehabilitation.The father suffers from 

diabetes and does not see clearly. He uses a wheelchair to move since he has an 

amputated leg. He needs this financial aid in order to complete his children's education 

and secure his medicines .He has no social security or medical insurance

ChoSM 

J.S.      

JMA      

RH      RDL

$900

152 ✓ $50
Littoral 

Chouf

20CLF

15052
Linda Al A. 2

Ms. X is a widow and has a single son. She moves in a wheelchair and suffers from 

health problems. - She lives in a 2 room house. Her son works for a low salary that is not 

enough to secure their basic needs. -They need this financial aid in order to secure their 

medicines and rehabilitate their house.

DW $100

153 ✓ $100
Littoral 

Chouf

20CLF

15059
Fadi Bou M. 5

Mr.x used to work as a taxi driver with no fixed income but now unemployed due to the 

economic and living conditions in the country . He is married and has 3 kids. He is the 

only provider for his family but now he has no income. He lives in a 3 room house in 

poor conditions that needs rehabilitation. He needs our help to survive.

StTeresaC $1,000
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154 ✓ $50
Littoral 

Chouf

20CLF

15066
Elias N. 2

Mr. x suffers from diabetes and hypertension disease and needs monthly treatment and 

medicines. He is unemployed due to the difficult economic situation in the country. He 

lives in a 2 room-house that needs rehabilitation because of moisture problems and 

water leaks. He needs this financial support to maintain the standard of living and 

secure his monthly medicines especially that he has no medical insurance.

SK $150

155 ✓ $50
Littoral 

Chouf

20CLF

09978

Antoine Al 

A.
2

Mr.x is single lives with his sister with special needs in a one-room house. They are 

unemployed and have no income. They need monthly nerve medication that costs 

100,000 LBP The house needs furniture and rehabilitation. They need to secure the 

medicines and other fundemental needs.

ChoSM 

CAG     

RDL

$600

156 ✓ $50
Littoral 

Chouf

20CLF

05806
Georges C. 2

Mr. x widower lives with his daughter in a two-room house in poor conditions . He has 

diabetes and needs monthly medication. He has paralysis in his leg and he is 

unemployed due to his health situation. He needs this financial aid to secure his basic 

needs and medicines. 

DD $600

157 ✓ $75
Littoral 

Chouf

20CLF

15076
Jack D. 4

Mr. X is married and lives with his wife, son and mother . He works as a delivery guy for 

a low salary . He is the only provider for the family. His son was born prematurely and is 

ill and needs a monthly treatment that costs 2 million lebanese lira . The house consists 

of 3 rooms and needs rehabilitation due to some moisture problem and water leaks and 

need new furniture . This family is in dire need of help to secure the son's treatment and 

other basic needs.

ChoSM  

RDL     

RDL

$600

158 ✓ $50
Bekaa 

Center

19CLF

06760
Mouhran K. 2

Family composed of 2 membres: Elderly widowed woman is 85 years old suffers from 

chronic disease under continuous treatment and her son is 34 years old suffers from 

mental retardation. The family lives in a house composed of 3 rooms, a kitchen and two 

bathrooms. In the last year, she sold some of the house items to cover some of their 

basic needs.

SJD $100

159 ✓ $75
Bekaa 

Center

20CLF

13197
Wartan K. 4

Family composed of 4 members: Father is 59 years old and mother 51 years old who 

both suffer from chronic diseases. The mother suffers from a problem in her stomach 

and she needs to be hospitalized every 8 weeks to take the necessary treatment around 

200,000 LBP. They have 2 children, a son and a daughter who are over 18 years old. 

The father works as a taxi driver but now his income is very low due to the current 

situation. The son repairs air conditioning and refrigeration but is currently jobless. The 

family relies on the daughter's very low income (850,000LBP) compared to the expenses 

that they need to pay (hospitalization, medication, food, fuel).

St.Sh.LA $900

160 ✓ $75
Bekaa 

Center

CL-BK-

1/2016
Boghos H. 4

Family composed of 4 members: Father is 77 years old who has a disability, when he 

was 7 years old, due to an accident in the school (a slap to the head by a priest). His 

wife is 55 years old suffers from mental disease due to a surgical operation in her brain( 

cancer 8 years ago). They have 2 boys (20 years old at the university and 17 years old 

in the school). His brother gave them a house to live in. The father works in the 

municipality 300,000 LBP and his son is 20 years who tries to work in the municipality 

during the 3-summer month vacation for  300,000 LBP/Month.

ChoSM $275
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161 ✓ $100
Bekaa 

Center

20CLF

03219
Yerwant K. 7

Family composed of 7 members: Father is 54 years old, his wife and 2 children (boy and 

girl). Both are married and live with their parents(the son and his wife with a daughter 

who is 5 years old). The father suffers from chronic disease(heart problem and diabetes) 

and needs medical treatment around 400,000 LBP/Month. A year ago, the father 

stopped working (he was a bus driver). He lives in the care of his 2 married children, but 

they manage to help him as much as possible but that is not enough(the brother in law 

tried to travel to Armenia to work, but he was shocked by the war and could no longer 

return to his family in Lebanon because of the financial problem)

StShChT $1,200

162 ✓ $100
Bekaa 

Center

20CLF

03234
Therese B. 7

Family composed of 7 members: Father is 59 years old, his wife suffers from back 

problems and 4 children (2 in the university and 2 in the school) and the father in law is 

79 years old, they live in Anjar in their own modest house . Before this economic crisis, 

the father worked at the school as a driver but now he is at home. The father in law is 

elderly disable person and needs medication and diapers.

StTeresaC $1,000

163 ✓ $50
Bekaa 

Center

20CLF

13035
Nawak S. 2

Family composed of 2 members: a widow woman who is 48 years old and works as a 

cleaner in a school for half a salary  300,000 LBP/Month and her son is 18 years old 

stopped education at complimentary level, and now he tries to work. This family lives in 

a rented house 400,000 LBP/month in Qabb Elias. The income of this family is very low 

and they are in debts.

MT $600

164 ✓ $100
Bekaa 

Center

20CLF

01472
Mikael K. 5

Family comprises 5 members: Father is 56 years old, mother is a housekeeper and a 

daughter is 12 years old. They live with the father's single brother and sister in their 

parents' home. The father suffers from diabetes, blood pressure and heart problems, he 

also had several surgeries for his back since he was suffering from disk, so he needs 

permanent medication for his health problems. He is a taxi driver but his health 

problems were a hindrance to work. His sister was an employee but she got fired from 

her job 6 months ago. Their financial condition is bad.

Bailey $1,200

165 ✓ $50
Bekaa 

Center

20CLF

03953
Therese K. 2

Family composed of 2 members: Widowed  woman is 41 years old who has health 

problems with her eyes and feet and her daughter is 13 years old. They live with her 

parents(they are 5 members in a house of 3 rooms). She works at a snack and receives 

half of her salary 400,000 LBP/Month. Her parent's house is their own property and the 

daughter studies at Deir Taanayel and the school helps her with school tuition. Her 

parents financial and health are bad : the father works in a factory and also receives half 

of his salary 500,000 LBP/Month and the mother is a housewife but she has chronic 

health problems. 

MT $600

166 ✓ $100
Littoral Metn 

II

20CLF

05901
Georges A. 5

Family composed of 5 members. The father earns half a salary and the mother is a 

house wife, the kids are small and they also have a baby that needs milk and diapers 

which they can't secure. They also have a lot of debts to pay to their relatives. The family 

is vulnarable, and need financial assistance to provide their basic needs.

Bailey $1,200

167 ✓ $50
Littoral Metn 

II

20CLF

13991
Anne A. 1

Elderly lives alone in a rented apartment, she doesn’t have any relatives by her 

side.Sometimes she cleans buildings in order to provide her basic needs, yet she 

doesn’t have a fix income. She also needs doctor consultation and medicines since she 

is diabetic...

StJohnM $600
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168 ✓ $75
Littoral Metn 

II

20CLF

13994
Elias K. 4

Family composed of 4 members. Father works for a very low salary and the wife is at 

home with the kids. The family has to pay rent expenses to cover up and milk and 

diapers for their kids. They need financial support in order to provide their daily and 

basic needs and to cover their rent expenses.

StJohnM $900

169 ✓ $50
Littoral Metn 

II

20CLF

14438

Miled Abou 

M.
1

An unaccompanied widow needs someone to take care of her. She has epilepsy and 

cannot secure her medicines because of their expensive prices. She works as a cleaner 

for a very small salary. 

StJohnM $600

170 ✓ $100
Littoral Metn 

II

20CLF

14824
Ohan W. 5

Family composed of 5 members. Father is unemployed currently lost his job and the 

mother is a house wife, the kids are small and they also have a baby and are unable to 

provide him with milk and diapers. They also have a lot of debts to pay to their relatives. 

The family is vulnarable need financial assistance.

StJohnM $1,200

171 ✓ $50
Littoral Metn 

II

19CLF

09043
Robert S. 1

An unaccompanied man lives alone in a small rented apartment in bourj hamoud, he 

doesn’t have any relatives, he used to be a gardener but now because of the situation of 

the country he is unemployed. He tries to clean building in order to get paid a small 

amount to provide his daily needs.He has heart problems and needs doctor follow up.

StJohnM $600

172 ✓ $75
Littoral Metn 

II

20CLF

09421
Abdallah K. 4

A family composed of 4 members lives in a rented apartment in bourj hamoud  2 girls, 6 

and 14 years old, who are students, the husband is a handyman who is currently 

unemployed and the wife has cancer. The family needs financial support in order to 

provide their daily needs and education for their kids plus to proceed with the medical 

treatment of the wife.

StJohnM $900

173 ✓ $75
Littoral Metn 

II

20CLF

14856
Setta K 3

An elderly women lives with her husband in a rented apartment in bourj hamoud. She 

works as a tailor at her house. She doesn’t have a fixed income, her husband sells 

coffee for a living and yet again the income is low. 

StJohnM $900

174 ✓ $50 Bint Jbeil
19CLF

10365
Majida Al H. 1

A single lady aged 52 years lives alone afther her dad passed away. She doesn't work at 

all because she suffers from cancer; it has been 7 years that she is under an expensive 

treatment (700,000 L.L per month). She has no medical insurance and depends on the 

help of her sisters to ensure her medication responsible of her survival.

StJohnM $600

175 ✓ $50 Bint Jbeil
19CLF

10408
Salwa A. 2

The family is composed of 2 members; the brother a daily worker with a minimum salary 

that barely ensures food and the sister who is 60 years old, a chronic patient and 

undergoes a treatment that costs 300,000 L.L. per month. They live in a small house 

and depend on the help of ohers to ensure the essential medication to the survival of the 

sister that has no medical insurance.

StJohnM $600

176 ✓ $75 Bint Jbeil
19CLF

04828
Nawal T. 3

This family is composed of 3 members; Three single ladies (53, 49 and 42 years old) 

live all together alone in a modest house. They all suffer from chronic diseases (diabetes 

and hypertension), undergo continuous treatments that are expensive and have no 

medical insurance. One of them used to work as a cleaning lady in a school at the 

village; but due to the econnomic situation of the country and the covid-19 pandemic she 

became unemployed. Now they suffer to ensure their food and medicines. This family 

can't afford food and medicines without any financial resources. They need our help and 

support to survive and surpass the economic obstacles.

StJohnM $900
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177 ✓ $75 Bint Jbeil
19CLF

06911
Nemer Y. 3

This family has 3 members; The father (58years old) is a daily worker in an aluminium 

company for a minimal salary; he suffers from diabetes and is under medication that 

costs 600,000 L.L. He has a daughter who graduated from university and is searching 

for work and a son who is 15 years old and goes to a public school. They live in an old 

house in which its ceiling needs renovation. A family that has alot of expenses and a few 

resources, needs our help and support to surpass the economic difficulties.

St.Sh.LA $900

178 ✓ $50 Bint Jbeil
19CLF

07332
Samia Al H. 2

This family has 2 members. 2 single sisters, the eldest is 60 years old and has been 

suffering from epilepsy since she was 14 years old which affected her cognitive and 

intellectual abilities. She is under expenisve and continuous treatment. The youngest 

sister is at home unemployed since the beginning of the economic crisis. She always 

stays at home and takes care of her sick sister. She depends on her other sisters to 

survive but without any financial support she cannot surpass these large expenses.

ChoSM  

DV
$100

179 ✓ $75 Bint Jbeil
20CLF

05035
Henry J. 3

This family compromises 3 members, The father (57 years old) is a chronic patient. Due 

to the economic situation in Lebanon he moved from Beirut to the village, he is 

unemployed. He lives with wife who has diabetes (and under a regular treatment) and 

their 4 years old son who goes to school. The family has no resources and relies on aid 

to secure food and medicines.

ChoSM  

TS
$100

180 ✓ $50 Bint Jbeil
20CLF

14714
Kamil H. 2

This family is composed of 2 members; The father who is 61 years old, had 2 back 

opeartions. He walks using a walker now and has physiotherapy sessions. His situation 

does not let him work. His wife takes care of him and they live in a modest house. He 

family has no resources. they live day by day.

ChoSM  EE $400

181 ✓ $75 Metn III 
20CLF

01933
Roula T. 3

Family of 3. The father suffers from renal problem (Dialysis), Amputation double lower 

limbs, cardiac problems, diabetes, Lack of vision in the left eye. His health problems 

prevents him from gettign a hob. The mother works in a kindegarten and gets payed 

barely 500.000 L.L. They are in debt 35,000,000 L.L. for the bank for their house. They 

have a car loan 7,000 USD, and another personal loan for the bank for 23,000,000 L.L. 

They pay every month for the father's  Medicines 1,200,000 L.L. And they have a loan at 

Barmaki's pharmacy for 1,500,000 L.L.

St.Sh.LA $900

182 ✓ $75 Metn III 
20CLF

09678
Najib N. 4

Family of 4. The father is out of job since 8 months. and trying to find one desperately 

since he has an almost 2 years old twin girl who need diapers and milk for around 

350.000 L.L. per month minimum. The mother used to work in a hospital but when she 

had her twins she had to stop for a while, but she was ready to get back to work she 

also found herself out of job because of the economic crisis in Lebanon. They have to 

pay 600.000 L.L. per month for the rent, 50.000 L.L. for the electricity, and 50.000 L.L. 

for the generator. For food and basic needs they need around 1.000.000 L.L. Now the 

twins need a very expensive vaccine that the father cannot afford, and that is 300.000 

L.L. in total for both.

ZCS $900
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183 ✓ $75 Metn III 
20CLF

09417

Hanna 

Abou J.
4

Family of 4. The father is a very sick man suffering from severe diabeties and 

amputation in the legs and needs around 390.000 for his medicines, and for the mother 

around 100.000 L.L. for heart problems and for the son 350.000 L.L. because he is 

epileptic. Electricity 120.000 L.L. and food and basic needs 2.000.000 L.L. With the 

family lives The father's mother who is also sick and needs medicines for 400.000 L.L. 

every month. The mother has a job at the Lebanese university and earns around 

1.200.000 L.L.

JG 75-

184 ✓ $100 Metn III 
20CLF

02063
Rita Al J. 5

Family of 5. The father works as a security guard and earns 1.000.000 L.L. His wife has 

cancer and has been suffering a lot and not healing well, she is at metastatic level. Her 

treatment and everything that comes in need to her sickness is very expensive and the 

family has no medical coverage. They pay every month around 600.000 L.L. for that. 

They have 3 young boys all in school. The school is taking only half a tuition from the 

family so they have to pay 4.500.000 L.L. in total, and they are in debt since they have 

not payed anything from last year. The food and basic needs cost them around 

2.000.000 L.L. The income is not enough to support all of these expenses. 

St Teresa 

C
$1,000

185 ✓ $75 Metn III 
19CLF

07115
Nabil R. 4

Family of 4. The father has hepatitis B and cannot work, his health condition is very bad. 

The mother is looking for a job but no one would hire her right specially since she 

doesn't have any experience. They take care of 2 sons who are in school. The father 

worked as a day laborer but his health prevented him from continuing. He has to take 

medicines and they cost around 600.000 L.L. per month. They pay 700.000 L.L. for the 

rent, and electricity and generator in total 200.000 L.L. They have a lot of dept, and the 

medical condition of the father made everything more difficult for them. 

ES $900

186 ✓ $75 Metn III 
20CLF

15195
Rita El K. 4

Family of 4. The father passed away in 2014 from prostate cancer. The mother works as 

a nurse aid at Saint Georges hospital in Achrafieh and earns 1.200.000 L.L. per month. 

She pays 300.000 L.L. for the rent every month for the brother in law. 

Her old mother lives with her. She has 2 young girls aged 14 and 16. She needs around 

1.500.000 L.L. for food and basic needs every month, and sometimes  more. She has to 

pay around 150.000 L.L. for the electricity and 100.000 L.L. for the generator. Her 

income is not enough for these expenses.

JG 75-

187 ✓ $75 Metn III 
19CLF

05631
Dany Al S. 4

Family of 4. The father has been unemployed for 5 years and was not able to find a job 

since then and the crisis in Lebanon did not help him at all. The mother is a stay at 

home mom. They have 2 young girls, aged 7 and 13. The younger one suffers from 

asthma and has medications for 200.000 L.L. They pay 500.000 L.L. for the rent, 

150.000 L.L. for electricity and generator fees. For the food and basic needs they need 

around 2.000.000 L.L. every month.

CH $500
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188 ✓ $100 Metn III 
20CLF

10822
Patricia G. 6

Family of 6. The father works as a barber for men and earns only 400,000 L.L. per 

month. The mother is at home. They have 4 children 3 daughters aged 9, 7 and 2, and a 

1 year old boy. 2 girls go to school and remain on their own at the school 13,000,000 

L.L. to pay. The father underwent stomach surgery on 9/22/2020 because he suffered 

from a very serious hernia and ulcer and needed this surgery urgently. The family has 

no medical coverage, and the cost of this surgery was 13,000,000 L.L. The family took a 

debt to pay these costs. They also need for food and basic needs around 2.000.000 L.L. 

and for municipality they pay 300.000 L.L. and for water 300.000 L.L. 

StTeresaC $1,000

189 ✓ $75 Batroun
19CLF

09792
Gisele T. 4

The parents have been divorced for over a year now; the father has no sense of 

responisibilty and the mother is now in charge of her family. She is a 45 years old lady 

who works in a supermarket for a very minimal salary. She tries to surpass and ensures 

the needs of her 2 kids and her mother; The eldest is a 21 years old son who is 

unemployed and the youngest is a 10 years old daughter. Her mother who is old and 

suffers from heart failure and is under treatment for several chronic diseases. She is 

almost bedridden and is sometimes hospitalised. The son used to work to help his 

mother  but due the economic situation the country he was recently let go of his work. 

The expenses of the family surpass the capacities of the mother.

OLOLSF $900

190 ✓ $50 Batroun
19CLF

09996
Sarah El R. 2

This family is composed of 2 members; the widowed mother who is 83 years old 

(suffering from chronic diseases and is under continuous treatment) and her single son 

who has a mental illness and was let go of his work 3 years ago (he used to work as a 

bus driver); she also has 6 married children. Both of them are now with no income and 

due to the economic situation of the country and the covid-19 pandemic, her eldest son 

who used to give her a monthly amount of money was also let go of his work. To note 

that all her married children are themselves passing through financial difficulties leaving 

them with no amount whatsoever to help their mother and brother. They live in 

deplorable conditions and in an inadequate house.

SES $150

191 ✓ $75 Batroun
19CLF

10505
Nawal G. 3

This family is composed of 6 members. The widowe (82 years old) is under medication 

because of chronic diseases. 2 of her children at her place; her60 years old daughter 

(also a widow) has no children nor a house. Due to cancer she had a mastectomy and 

chimiotherapy, also she has an expensive treatment that she doesn't take because she 

cannot afford to buy it. The son is single (53 years old), and suffers from a mental illness 

which makes him submitted to a treatment. There's no medical insurance, and right now 

there's no fixed income, especially that the married children are not capable anymore of 

helping even a little bit because they are having there own financial difficulties. They live 

in a rented modest house that in in a deplorable condition.

St.Maron 900-
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192 ✓ $75 Batroun
20CLF

09456
Imane M. 3

This family is composed of 3 members; a 52 years old lady, unemployed for several 

years now, lives with her old parents who are both diabetic and cardiac patients under 

medication ( the father is 83 years old and the mother is 73 years old). They have no 

fixed income; The other married kids are having their own financial difficulties  but 

provide the parents with occasional help each as much as they can or are able to; yet 

sometimes they are incapable to ensure their very basic needs. She suffers from 

multiple health problems and has no medical coverage; her situation needs annual tests 

especially that 18 years ago she had an opeartion to remove a fibroma in the uterus. 

St.Maron 900-

193 ✓ $75 Batroun
19CLF

04055
Youssef B. 4

This family used to be composed of 5 members and until last month, when the father (54 

years old), diabetic and cardiac, found himself contaminated with covid-19 and stayed in 

intesive care for 20 days with oxygen and then passed away. His wife is 37 years old 

and their children still all go to school; a son who's 17 years old, a 16 years old daughter 

and the youngest is a 10 years old boy. They live in a rented modest house. The family 

is in grief and find itself surrounded by a huge emptiness. Knowing that their financial 

difficulties will become bigger, especially that the mother has a small income and can't 

afford all the basic needs, our help can be a huge support.

RA $300

194 ✓ $75 Batroun
20CLF

07394
Charbel A. 4

The family has 4 members, an old couple;The husband is 69 years old, had a colostomy 

because of a bladder cancer and now he has bowel cancer and has chimiotherapy. His 

health is really fragile. He needs company especially that he is sometimes hospitalized. 

His wife, 60 years old, suffers from hypertension, used to work as a chef in a kitchen but 

had to quit because of her husband's illness and the separation of her 40 years old 

daughter. The daughter, in charge of 2 children (10 and 6 years), is an employee who 

since the economic crises began receives only half a salary. To minimize the expenses, 

they all live together now, but they still find each other incapable of ensuring all the vital 

needs.

CM $225

195 ✓ $75 Batroun
20CLF

13730
Amale S. 4

This family is composed of 4 members. The mother who is 41 years old, suffers from 

vein thrombosis because of her last delivery birth (she is under a continuous treatment). 

She is in charge of her three daughters (16, 14 and 3 years old) who all still go to 

school; yet the youngest 2 suffer from asthma and are under medication. The father left 

years ago, changed his religion to get married again and since then there has been no 

contact; he dissapeared in order not to pay the monthly amount he owes his family. The 

family has no source of income, especially that the mother used to work as a teacher for 

kids in a school and did not receive her salary since last February.

PAN $1,000

196 ✓ $75 Batroun
19CLF

08268
Jeanette H. 3

A 60-year-old single girl takes care of her two brothers, one aged 64 and the other, 53, 

suffering from a neurological disease, which renders them disabled and requires 

continuous and expensive treatment for life, but also support and delicate care. The 

other married brothers also have financial difficulties which prevent them from meeting 

their sick brothers' needs. Without any medical coverage, nor a fixed return, but with the 

help of relatives and benefactors, that the girl tries to meet some of the needs of her 

brothers.

St.Maron 900-
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197 ✓ $75 Baalback

  

19CL

MC01

4367

Mazen M. 3

This family is experiencing  the worst financial and social conditions.

A family of 3 members who suffer from illness and poverty. The 82-year-old father, is 

retired, and has been the victim of a car accident a few months ago which left him 

handicapped in his hand and leg.

The mother is old and ill and undergoing permanent treatment. her illness worsened 

when she lost her young son. They have a son who suffers from obesity since childhood 

when he tried to undergo an operation to lose weight , his health was affected, and he 

appeared to be suffering from several illnesses and a lack of immunity, which required 

expensive treatment and he needs monthly medication that cost over $ 1,000 .3 sick 

people under very expensive treatment need our help to meet their basic needs. 

St.Maron 900-

198 ✓ $100 Baalback

 

19CL

MC02

0200

Sakwan Al 

L.
5

The father works in the field of repairing electricity. He is the head of the family that 

consists of a wife and three children.

The eldest daughter suffers from a lack of oxygen from birth and is almost paralyzed and 

undergoes permanent and expensive treatment. His 2 sons, still minors and attending 

school. The family lived in near self-sufficiency until the economic situation deteriorated 

and the father's monthly income became insufficient to meet the daily expenses of the 

family. The worst is the girl's poor health and expensive medical treatment. For a year 

now, floods have hit the city and damaged the father's business. In all these bad 

circumstances, the father's income is no longer sufficient to cover the financial deficit, 

and therefore the debt accumulated on him.

. In these difficult times, financial aid will help the family overcome the difficulties to 

provide food, or medical care for their daughter and other needs.

St.Maron 1200-

199 ✓ $100 Baalback

20CL

M3247

5

Jony L. 5

This family has 5 members; The father, the wife who's at home at the 3 children who 

need care and education. The famly used to live in Beirut, where the father used to work 

in reparing tires. He had a rented place in Karantina that was destroyed after the port 

explosion. He lost his source of income and became without work; so he took the 

decision to come back to the village where he grew up and to live in his parent's house 

to reduce the expenses and have no rent to pay. he was helped by his parents and 

cousins. 5 members without any resources, need food. A financial aid will the situation 

become smaller and the family will be able to afford some of the basic needs.

St.Maron 1200-

200 ✓ $75 Baalback

20CL

M3249

8

Majed M. 4

The father is a daily laborer with a limited income that is insufficient to cover the 

expenses of the house and the family like the daily bread, milk and diapers. He has a 

son who's been sick since his birth and has a permanent treatment which its cost is on 

the father because they have no medical insurance. The bad economic situation, the 

high cost of life and the small income have negative effects on the family because they 

are barely able to cover their food, gas for winter et les autres besoins de la maison. 

They need financial aid to surpass these difficult moments.

RA $300
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201 ✓ $75 Baalback

20CL

M2797

6

Chebl El K. 3

This family is composed of three members. The father used to work as a daily laborer in 

construction but due to the economic situation of the country and the covid-19 pandemic 

he lost his job. Also, the age of the father doesn’t let him to do hard work anymore. His 

son is married and has his own family with a income that doesn't allow him to help his 

parents. His daughter can't find work in the region which is an agricultural area. The 

family has no financial income and a financial help would ensure their basic needs of the 

house especially the food.

RJK 75-

202 ✓ $100 Baalback

20CL

M3248

0

Miled Al B. 5

This family used to live in Beirut where the father used to work in a company and used 

to receive a salary that helped him afford his family's needs. When the economic crisis 

began, the company closed its doors and the employees found themselves without 

work, therefore this family became without any income and decided to go back to their 

village where they live with the paternal mother who is old and without income. A family 

without income and with 3 children who still go to school. A financial aid in these 

circumstances will reduce the burden and will help the family to surpass this crisis.

StTeresaC $1,000

203 ✓ $75 Baabda I
19CLF

08832
Abir Al A. 4

This family is composed of 4 members. The father, 46 years old, is sick: he was 

hospitalized several times because of diabetes, he needs an expensive continuous 

treatment. He was a taxi driver with a company but now he is unemployed because of 

his illness. The mother, now unemployed as well, used to work as a house cleaning 

lady. The kids are 11 and 6 years old; they both go to a public school. They all live in a 

rented house for 500$ per month. The family receives some help from the benefactors; 

the famlily has no resources. They need our help.

RJK 75-

204 ✓ $75 Baabda I
20CLF

05902
Henry Al B. 3

This family is composed of 3 members. Single siblings, 2 brothers and one sister aged 

58, 57 and 50 years old. They live in a rented house that they were not able to pay for 

since 3 months. The lady used to work as a suprvisor in a school bus and now she is 

unemployed. The first brother is mentally and physically ill while the second is divorced 

and living with his siblings; he works on an irregular basis. No fixed income for the family 

who has many expenses: rent, medications of the brother and the daily life needs. The 

family is in need of our help and support.

RJK 75-

205 ✓ $75 Baabda I
20CLF

12914
Ghada K. 4

This family is composed of 4 people and lives in a rented house. The father, 53 years 

old, is a decorator and works on his own. He was hospitalized and operated 2 years ago 

for cancer, and since his health got worse and worse; he's still under expensive medical 

treatment. He is unemployed. The mother is a secretary in a company with a minimal 

salary. The 2 kids (20 and 14 years old) still go to school and university. The family has 

no medical insurance and no other resources. They have medical expenses, rent 

(600,000 L.L. per month) and tuition fees; yet the mother's income barely covers the 

expenses of daily needs. The family needs our help.

RJK 75-

206 ✓ $50 Baabda I
19CLF

07357
Gilberte J. 1

A single lady aged 66 years, lives alone in a rented apartment. She was hospitalized 

due to a car accident and since then she undergoes a medical treatment. She didn't 

work and she took her lunch at Caritas. She has no resources and she needs to ensure 

her medications, the rent as well as the expenses of the daily life. The married sister 

helps her but not regularly. She needs our help.

JRS $600
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207 ✓ $50 Baabda I
19CLF

07314
Wafaa K. 1

This a single lady aged 64 years who lives alone in a rented house. She suffers from 

breast cancer and was operated and needs follow up and a long term treatment. She 

has no medical insurance and was hospitalized on behalf of the ministry of health but 

she needs regular tests and analysis and needs to buy medications which leaves her 

with in charge. She receives some help from her married sister but just enough to cover 

the rent and buy what's need to live. She needs our help.

JDB $600

208 ✓ $75 Baabda I
19CLF

05615
Joumana S. 3

This family is composed of 3 members. The father has been in prison for 4 years now 

and has no contact with the family. The mother, 39 years old, is in charge of her 2 

children (9 and 5 years old)that go to a public school. The family with no ability too afford 

renting a house, they live in the house of an old person who needs to be taken care of 

and needs company. The mother works as a laborer from time to time but it's not 

something regular and her income is very minimal barely able to provide the needs of 

her family. The family has no other resources and needs our help and support.

RJK 75-

209 ✓ $50 Baabda I
19CLF

09211

Joecelyne 

El Borne D.
2

This family is composed of 2 members. The divorced mother, 41 years old, who used to 

work as a sales person.She had no work for a year but now she takes care of an old 

person during the day; she receives a minimal income. Her 12 years old daughter goes 

to a public school but needs alot of care and follow up because shepport. is behind at 

school. The father has no contact with the family. It's all on the mother to pay the rent 

and the tuition fees of her daughter. The family needs our help and support.

MEK 50-

210 ✓ $50 Metn I 
19CLF

06228
Milia Bou H. 1

An unaccomapnied elderly who lives alone in her parents very old and humble house. 

Her nephew who lives not so far from her is the only one tries to provide her basic 

needs. The nephew is a hairdresser who works in a small village has also a family and 

children that he is responsible of.

MEK 50-

211 ✓ $50 Metn I 
19CLF

06230

Alexy Abou 

J.
1

A widow without children lives alone in her husband’s humble house. Caritas takes care 

of her by providing the majority of her medication because she suffers from cancer. She 

has a relative who visits her once a year and helps her with 400.000LL but the amount is 

not enough at all to cover all her expenses which include some of the medication, food, 

electricity and generator.

FDF $600

212 ✓ $50 Metn I 
19CLF

06232
Maddoul Y. 2

An elderly who used to live alone but when her sister got very sick, her nephew told her 

if she can leave her rented house and live with them to take care of her sister while her 

nephew is at work. After the death of her sister, she remained in her nephew’s house. 

Her nephew works in a school near the house and takes care of her as much as she can 

but she feels so bad that she doesn’t have a resource and has to depend on her in 

everything.

JHM $600

213 ✓ $75 Metn I 
19CLF

06303

Genevieve 

F.
3

Three elderly siblings who live together in their parents old and small house. They are 

still able to take care of themselves but they rely only on one of their relatives to help 

them financially to be able to secure their needs because they are without income. 

During this difficult economic situation, it is turning very hard on their relative to provide 

all their needs, because he in his turn has family and children that he is responsible of.

MT 1,000-
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214 ✓ $75 Metn I 
19CLF

06304

Katherine 

Bou Z.
3

Three elderly single sisters live together in their parents old, deteriorated and dirty 

house. They all have mental retardation. As a living, they sell eggs and bread on the 

streets. Although there are people in the village that help them a little but they are in 

constant need of help to survive.

PAElB $900

215 ✓ $50 Metn I 
19CLF

06307
Aida Y. 1

An elderly who lives alone in a very small rented house, even the toilet is out of the 

house. She used to work as a seller in a shop but it has been several years that she is 

jobless because of her age. She started to sell towels in her house so that some of her 

neighbors and relatives can buy from her and she can have a minimum resource to 

provide her needs, especially her medication because she has tension and arthrosis.

JSH $600

216 ✓ $50 Metn I 
19CLF

06309
Hala Bou L. 1

A woman used to live with her mother in their own little house. After the death of her 

mother 2 years ago, she is all alone but still able to take care of herself but she is 

without income. Her brother lives near her but he is not able to help her because he is 

an elderly and doesn’t work too. She used to work in a hospital (cleaning) but she can’t 

continue anymore as a result of her age. The priest helps her from time to time but she 

still lives in very poor conditions and sometimes even needs food to survive.

JSR $600

217 ✓ $50 Metn I 
19CLF

06455
Hanaa R. 2

Two siblings live together after the death of their parents. One of them is autistic and is 

under constant treatment which costs more than 200.000LL each month. The other, 

works in a dentist’s clinic for a salary of 450.000LL because she works only 3 days a 

week. Her salary is not enough to cover all the expenses because they live in a rented 

house (400.000LL/month). She hasn’t paid the rent for the last 3 months and she is 

struggling to find a second job in order to take care of herself and her autistic sister.

RG $150

218 ✓ $100 Akkar
20CLF

00537
Youssef O. 6

This family compromises 5 members. The husband, his pregnant wife who's at home 

and their 3 little kids which 2 of them go to school. The father used to work in the field of 

home painting but stopped. He is not able to provide the family with its basic needs. The 

family has no medical insurance.

StTeresaC $1,000

219 ✓ $75 Akkar
20CLF

03820
Wafaa F. 3

This family is compised of 3 members. The divorced who's a GBV victim and her 2 little 

daughters (7 and 5 years old). She has no source of income and lives in a rented house 

made up of 2 rooms. She receives help from the benefactors.

St.Sh.LA $900

220 ✓ $100 Akkar
19CLF

10489

Nagibe Al 

H.
7

This family is composed of  7 members. The father is a retied soldier that works in 

agriculture to be able to provide the needs of his large family. They have 5 kids which 3 

of them go to school and 2 of them suffer from epilepsy and another neuronal disease. 

The mother is in coma and under oxygen since 10 years now. Even though the father is 

medically covered by the Army but the treatment of three months cost 2,500,000 L.L.

JA $1,200

221 ✓ $75 Akkar
20CLF

03705
Ramze N. 3

This family is composed of 3 members. The father who is divorced and his 2 little 

daughters that go to school. The father suffers from cardiac diseases and had a 

catheterization; he is under treatment now with medications that cost 500,000 L.L. per 

month. He used to own a pastry shop but due to the situation of the country and 

everything happening he had to close it. The family has no income nor resources except 

the help of the parents that is not sufficient to ensure the very basic needs especially 

that the family has no medical insurance.

HFCh. $900
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222 ✓ $50 Akkar
20CLF

00628

Vera Abou 

R.
1

A single lady lives alone in a house that she inherited from her parents. She is very poor 

and sick; she suffers from a mental retardation. Her married sister takes care of her but 

under all these difficult situations that the country is going through, the sister is not able 

to meet the basic needs such as the neurologic medications and the food especially that 

there's no medical insurance.

HFCh. $600

223 ✓ $100 Akkar
19CLF

04839
Youssef Y. 5

This family has 5 members. The father has disabilities ( his leg was amputated following 

an explosion during the civil war). He has a small bakery shop (he sells Manakish) and 

his wife suffers from migraine; she herself is under treatment. He has 3 girls who go to 

school. The family lives in an old house that is not clean composed of 2 rooms. The 

small income of the father is not enough to ensure the basic needs of the family 

especially that they have no medical insurance.

JK $1,000

224 ✓ $75 Keserwen II
20clf1

2896
Boutrous M.  3

The family lives in Antoura in a rented house at 600,000 L.L. The father, 58 years old, 

works in house construction; he lives with his wife and only daughter. He had diabetes 

for 6 years now and he is under a permanent medical treatment. Also he is hemiplegic, 

so he uses a walker to make it easier for him to move. They have a lot of needs because 

the income of the father was not enough. His daughter who is 25 years old used to work 

in a Hairdressing salon, but due to the economic situation of the country she is 

unemployed right now. The worst of it all is the bad moral condition of the father. The 

case needs urgent help. The expenses remain huge and the family needs our help.

HFCh. $900

225 ✓ $100 Keserwen II
 19clf1

1125

Reine Elias 

S.
 6

The family lives in Kleiaat in a rented house at 450,000 L.L per month. The father is a 

simple employee who receives a half salary because of the economic situation in the 

country. He mistreats his wife who is a depressive woman under medication and doesn't 

work because of her psychological illness. They have 4 little kids that attend a  public 

school. The youngest, has Down syndrome. Also he suffers from a hormonal problem 

that requires a treatment for life. He was recently hospitalized for a hormonal 

complication. There's alot of expenses and a little of resources. The family needs our 

support.

NHA $400

226 ✓ $100 Keserwen II
20clf1

6451
Pauline M. 6

This family is composed of 6 members. They live in a rented humid house in Achkout at 

500,000 L.L per month. The father, 43 years old, is a daily worker who is unemployed 

and has hypertension. The mother presents a very weak health; cardiac patient and 

under treatment, she needs alot of care. She ensures her medicines from the 

dispensary. They have 4 kids that attend school. The paternal parents help the family 

with the expenses considering that the economic situation of the country is not good. 

Nevertheless, the expenses remain high and the family needs our support.

HFCh. $1,200
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227 ✓ $100 Keserwen II
20clf1

6626
Joseph H. 6

This family is composed of 6 members. The father has cancer since 2 years now and he 

is 54 years old; He used to work as a bus driver but now he is unemployed and suffers 

from hypertension. The mother is cardiac and suffers from a poor health condition. 

Although she is sick, she works as a house cleaning lady to be able to afford her 4 kids' 

needs. 2 of their kids go to an official school. The maternal mother lives with the family; 

she needs alot of care and ensures her medicines from the dispensary. The other 2 kids 

work in summer to help their parents. Nevertheless, the expenses remain higher than 

the resources. Not to forget that the father is still under treatment so huge medical 

expenses. The family needs our support.

GM $300

228 ✓ $75 Baabda II
19CLF0

8418
Damer Y. 3

This family is composed of 3 members; The father works as a tailor in a factory, he is the only 

provider in his family and the mother is a housewife. They had 2 children, both suffering from 

severe scoliosis; the parents paid a lot of money to help their children: operations, corsets, 

physiotherapy, etc. Unfortunately, the boy passed away 3 years ago after his situation got worse; 

currently the girl is 17 years old and still needs physiotherapy sessions and operations but she is 

stable in her situation. Recently and because of the current situation of the country, the father 

receives only half a salary which leaves the family living in poverty and in need of help.

RTJ $900

229 ✓ $50 Baabda II
19CLF0

5292
Youssfie S. 2

Mountaha, 68 years old,  is a single chronic patient who takes care of her old mother. Her 

mother, 98 years old, suffers from kidney problems, hypertension and heart problems; she has 

difficulty walking and that's why Mountaha, who also suffers from hypertension and 

psychological problems, takes care of her 24h/24h. They live in a rented apartment for 900,000 

LBP per year, but since they have no resources they need help to ensure the rent and medical 

treatments that cost 400,000 LBP per month; they rely on the benefactors to ensure their food.

RTC 600-

230 ✓ $75 Baabda II
20CLF0

2036
Mireille A.Z. 4

After years of suffering and marital conflicts, the mother got divorced 8 years ago; since then, 

she works hard enough to raise her 3 children. The eldest daughter started working as a helper in 

a hospital to support her mother with the faily's expenses; the other 2 kids go to school. The 

mother and her eldest daughter suffer from epilepsy due to the violence caused by the husband 

before the divorce; they now take a chronic treatment and thankfully the members of this family 

help each ther to face life. Unfortunately, because of the economic, political, and covid-19 

situations in the country, the family is unable to ensure their basic needs anymore nor even pay 

the rent that costs 700,000 LBP per month.

ENF $900

231 ✓ $75 Baabda II
20CLF0

5917
Randa A. 3

After years of suffering, the mother got a divorce and her 2 daughters went to a boarding school. 

A year and a half ago, the father died from cancer, and due to the covid-19 pandemic, the kids 

were sent back home to their family. Therefore, the mother was obliged to rent an apartment 

suitable for her daughters; she's working hard to raise her kids alone. she works in a laundry with 

a minimum wage and since the last events that are happening in the country the mother is 

unable to pay the basic vital needs of her family not even rent that costs 500,000 LBP per month. 

In addition this mother suffers from a psychological disease and takes a chronic expensive 

treatment. The family needs help in all ways possible.

CNF $900
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232 ✓ $75 Baabda II
20CLF0

8718
Karim A. 4

This family is composed of 4 members; the father, mother and their 2 kids. The family lives in a 

rented house composed of 2 rooms for 400,000 LBP per month; The father, works as a plumber , 

is unemplyed because of his health condition. In 1984, he was kidnapped by the militias and due 

to the violence he suffered from, he now has diabetes and scoliosis.

ES $300

233 ✓ $50 Baabda II
19CLF0

6758
Madeleine T. 1

This single lady is 68 years old. She used to work as a cleaning lady in a hospital but at the age of 

62 they let her go considering her age; she was able to take of herself and pay the rent of her 

room that costs 300,000 LBP per month. Little by little, her savings were spent and this lady finds 

herself without resources and totally relying on the benefactors. On top of all this, her health 

deteriorated and now she takes a chronic treatment for diabetes, goiter and hypertension. 

Sometimes she stays without food nor treatment because the lack of financials. She feels lonely 

and depressed; she needs all the help possible.

DS $600

234 ✓ $75 Zahlé
20CLF1

4344
Antoine G. 3

This family is composed of 3 members; the father, 57 years old, suffers from diabetes and has a 

regular treatment. The mother, 60 years old, doesn't care about anything; they have one 18 year 

old child who goes to an official school. The father works as a daily worker for a minimum 

irregular wage. This family living miserably and poorly needs our help to overcome the difficult 

economic situation of the country.

TR -75

235 ✓ $100 Zahlé
20CLF1

2764
Elie I. 5

This family is composed of 5 members; the father, 55 years old, is retired from the army and 

receives his pension(which is a very low income that is not sufficient to cover all the basic 

expenses). The mother, 46 years old, is a housewife who takes of their 3 children: the eldest, 18 

years old, has mental retardation and physical disability which is why he stays in bed becuase of 

his painful situation. The other 2 kids are healthy and go to an official school. Our help and 

support can secure this family their basic needs.

SAD 100-

236 ✓ $75 Zahlé
20CLF1

1658
Elie F. 3

This family is composed of 3 members; the father, 42 years old, is an employee at the 

municipality with a small income. A year ago he was diagnosed with sinus and goiter cancer; he is 

under treatment and has chimiotherapy and radio sessions. His wife, 34 years old, is obese and 

doesn't care about anything. The couple has a 10 year old son who has a slight mental 

retardation. This family lives in a 2 pieces home, unsanitary. The father has no other source of 

income, he relies on the help of the benefactors and social sectors; he asked for our help because 

of his health.

TR -75

237 ✓ $75 Zahlé
20CLF0

8491
Georges H. 3

This family is composed of 3 members :the father,53 years old, passed away few weeks ago due 

to cancer ( after he had a medical treatment for a year) leaving the mother, 38 years old, with 2 

young sons that go to school. The family rented a small grocery store that made an irregular 

income and recently almost nothing because of the current situation of the country. Thhe 

mother is in debt because of the the husband's treatment; currently she is being helped by the 

priest and social aids. She is living a very vulnerable situation; our help and support will allow her 

to overcome these difficulties and secure the basic needs of her children.

TR -75
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238 ✓ $100 Zahlé
20CLF0

4920
Tony Z. 6

This family is composed of 6 members; the father, 60 years old, is a daily worker but currently 

unemployed because of the bas situation of the country. He suffers from a paralysis in his right 

hand which is always broken down. The mother is 57 years and doesn't care about anything but 

she is in service of her  4 children. The eldest daughter is a 30 year old mother separated from 

her husband for 5 years now; she works as a secretary at a dentist for half a salary. The family 

takes care of their daughters and especially their nephews whom are at their charge. This family 

is in need; our support and help will allow them to secure their basic needs and overcome these 

difficulties.

StTeresaC $1,000

239 ✓ $75 Bint Jbeil
19CLF0

7400
Mikhael A. 3

This family is composed of 3 members; the father(80 years old), the mother (77 years old) and 

their handicaped son (58 years old) who needs a regular follow up and diapers. The coupple are 

both chronic patients who are under expensive treatments. The fmaily is very vulnerable and 

lives in a small house without any financial resources; they have alot of expenses (medications 

and diapers), they rely on the small aids their children offer. 

JLH $900

240 ✓ $100 Bint Jbeil
20CLF0

0599
Pierre A. 6

This family is commposed of 6 members; parents who are old and under chronic treatments, 3 

daughters who are single and at home, and a handicaped son. One of the daughters works for a 

minimum wage and takes care of all the large expenses (basic essential needs and medications). 

With the economic crisis, this family can't afford anymore with its small income; the daughter is 

barely able to provide food.

LDJ $1,200

241 ✓ $50 Bint Jbeil
19CLF0

9041
Hanna S. 2

This family is composed of 2 members; the father, a chronic patient, and the mother who suffers 

from cancer, is still under treatment and she is bedridden. They live alone, their kids are all 

married, have their own families and their own finanicial difficulties; they can barely help their 

parents. This a is a poor and vulnerable couple who needs our support to survive these economic 

conditions.

MB $600

242 ✓ $75 Bint Jbeil
19CLF1

0090
Fersan F. 4

This family is composed of 4 members; the father, 54 years old, suffers from cancer, cardiac 

problems and he is under a regular continuous treatment. He has 2 girls who go to school (12 

and 18 years old); one of them suffers from a dermatological problem and she is under an 

expensive treatment. Because of the economic crisisin the country, the father became 

unemployed (he used to work in a company).

ZCS $900

243 ✓ $100 Bint Jbeil
19CLF1

0180
Omar A. 5

This family is composed of 5 members; the father, 50 years old, is a chronic patient and works as 

a daily worker  but is currently unemployed. He is responsible of his 3 children (who all go to 

school) and his uncle. This family has no resources and needs our help and support to overcome 

this economic crisis.

RVN $1,200

244 ✓ $75 Bint Jbeil
19CLF0

7471
Hana A. 4

This family is composed of 4 members; The mother who's at home and her 3 children: 2 of them 

go to university(23 and 21 years old) and the youngest goes to school (17 years old). They rely on 

the help of the benefactors to ensure the tuition fees. This family has no resources and needs 

help to overcome this economic crisis and live with dignity.

TR -75

245 ✓ $75
Caritas 

Achrafieh 

19CLF0

7280
Jamil R. 4

Family composed of 4 members the couple is elderly and suffers from chronic disease. The 

husband hasn't work since 5 years after he was exposed to an accident and he has a handicap. 

The wife suffers from polio when she was young, she works as a cleaner in order to support her 

children. They have two children at school (son 16 yo and daughter 15yo). The children tried to 

work in a mall but due to the situation they aren’t able to help their family. Family needs to be 

supported regularly until the children grow older and become able to work.  

St.Sh.LA $900
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246 ✓ $100
Caritas 

Achrafieh 

20CLF1

4937
Rita S. 6

Family is composed of 6 members, the husband is a priest in the village (without resource) the 

woman was working in a company but due to the economic situation she wasn’t able to 

continue. To note that the family lost their house and the young daughter has a problem in her 

eyes. The family doesn’t have any income and is unable to provide the needed. 

JNB $1,200

247 ✓ $50
Caritas 

Achrafieh

20CLF1

3356
Nathalie A. 2

The Family is composed of 2 members. The single daughter and her mother. The mother is 

widowed and she has a lot of health problems (she needs medicines for 600 000LBP / month). 

The family finds it hard to provide the medical treatment since it is very expensive and there is no 

economic support. To note that the woman is living due to the medical treatment that she 

cannot stop anymore. 

MB $600

248 ✓ $75
Caritas 

Achrafieh

20CLF1

4945
Jack A. 3

The family is composed of 3 members; the brother is elderly, his two sisters are also elderlies 

(one widowed and one single). The family asked their relatives to support them since there is no 

income. To note that the brother mentioned that he has a house at Syriac street but he was 

obliged to rent it in order toreceive money cash. In addition, they are living in a room like a 

concierge and pay 400 000 LBP for rent. Family tried to provide their needed through the rest of 

the rent house. Elderlies without support need regular assistance. 

TR -75

249 ✓ $100
Caritas 

Achrafieh 

19CLF0

8815
Sanaa M. 6

Family composed of 4 members; the mother and three girls (10yo,9yo and 6yo). The mother is 

living with her parents who has socioeconomic problem. She was already separated from the 

husband since the marriage was not legal that’s why the girls also have an ID problem. To note 

that the woman is working in a supermarket and she earns 500 000LBP per month. Her parents 

and single brother who is living together tried to support them even with limited resources. 

Family is living in an inadequate socioeconomic situation and they need regular assistance. To 

note that the family is trying to find a concierge since they aren’t able to pay the rental fees. 

StTeresaC $1,000

250 ✓ $50 Bint Jbeil
19CLF1

0138
Eveline S. 1

This 74 year old lady lives alone in a small house; she suffers from chronic diseases and relies on 

the help of her brothers but with the econommic situations she needs more support to ensure 

her food and medications.

DS $600

251 ✓ $50 Baabda II
20CLF0

1837
Samar Z. 2

This 67-years-old lady used to take care of old bedridden people in their home but for a year she 

has been unemployed because of her advanced age. She was able to fend for herself and pay her 

rent which is 300,000 LBP per month but little by little her savings were spent and she found 

herself relying on the benefactors. She takes care of her physically disabled sister who lives with 

her. Her health deteriorated; her sight decreased a lot and she feels alone and depressed. She 

needs all the help possible. 

CLN 600-

252 ✓ $50 Baabda II
20CLF0

2049
Rita M. 1

This 66-years-old lady used to work as a tailor in a factory but was let go in August 2019 because 

of her advanced age. This lady was capable of taking care of herself and paying for her food and 

treatments; fortunately, she owns the house she lives in. Her 4 sisters are all married and have 

their own difficult financial situations and her brother who used to support her, passed away. 

Considering the expensive life and economic crisis in the country, this lady spent all her savings 

and is without any source of income; she needs help. Health wise, she suffers from hypertension, 

disque, cholesterol and she takes treatments for diabetes, goiter and hypertension. She needs all 

the help possible. 

MN 600-
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253 ✓ $50 Baabda II
19CLF0

4242
Faride N. 2

This mother suffered a lot from the marital conflicts and violence during her marriage. The father 

had left his first family and remarried. He has now a new family to take care of so he doesn't care 

anymore about his other children. The mother reached out to many NGOs asking for help and 

she used to work as a cleaning lady to make her family survive. Currently she has 2 married kids 

who have their own families in charge while the third kid is a her 20 year old daughter who 

suffers from mental retardation; she could not continue her studies and she can't have a 

profitable work. They live in a rented house for 350,000 LBP per month. The parish helps them 

from time to time but considering that she is out of work and has no resources, the mother still 

needs all the help possible in order not to become in the streets.

MN 600-

254 ✓ $75 Littoral Chouf
20CLF0

7744
Michael J. 4

A widow has a single son and lives with him in a very humid house composed of 2 rooms and that 

needs rehabilitation. The son is divorced and has two children who live with his mother; he has 

tuition fees to ensure. He works for a low salary that is not enough to secure a living - they need 

this financial aid in order to ensure medications and their basic needs to live.

TR -75

255 ✓ $100 Littoral Chouf
20CLF0

5818
Antoun T. 5

A married man lives with her husband in their home. The husband does not work due to the 

economic crisis in the country. She suffers from diabetes, hypertension and heart disease. The 

rent is for 450,000 LBP per month. She has 5 children who are all married, but one of them is 

divorced and has two children who also live with their grandmother and she takes care of them. 

Her son is also unemployed due to the situation in the country (economic crisis and covid-19). 

The house consists of 3 rooms in an average condition. This family desperately needs help. 

GLG $1,200 

256 ✓ $50 Littoral Chouf
20CLF1

5290
Youssef A. 2

This family is composed of 2 members; the husband doesn't work due to the economic crisis in 

the country and the wife used to work as a cleaner but is currently unemployed. She has 3 

children and everyone is married, but they cannot help her because of their poor economic 

situation. The house, full of humidity, consists of 3 rooms in a very bad condition; it needs 

renovation. This family is in need of help  to secure their basic needs.

GA 600-

257 ✓ $50 Littoral Chouf
20CLF1

5297
Antoun R. 1

A single woman living alone does not work due to the economic crisis in the country. The house 

consists of two rooms in a very poor condition and needs renovation as it is very humid. She 

suffers from high blood pressure and stomach problems and needs chronic medications; she has 

no family to support her nor financial assistance. Our help is needed to help her secure her daily 

bread and chronic medications.

GA 600-

258 ✓ $50 Littoral Chouf
20CLF1

5303
Geryes O. 2

This family is composed of a husband and his wife. The husband suffers from many health 

problems, including blood pressure, diabetes, prostate problems, and needs chronic and 

expensive medications. The wife also suffers from nervous problems and needs permanent 

treatment. He has 4 children, but everyone is married and their financial situation is bad so they 

cannot help their parents. The house consists of 3 rooms and needs rehabilitation. This family 

needs help to secure basic food and chronic medications.

EA 200-

259 ✓ $50 Littoral Chouf
20CLF0

1780
Tansa C. 2

A single man suffers from many health problems, including blood pressure, prostate problems, 

and needs a chronic and expensive medication. He lives with his mother at home who also 

suffers from neurological problems and needs a permanent treatment. The economic situation is 

bad and they do not have any fixed income except for the assistancethey receive from relatives 

from time to time. The house is two rooms and needs rehabilitation. This family needs help to 

secure basic food and chronic medications.

GEK 600-
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260 ✓ $50 
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

19CLF0

7607
Cecilia K. 2

This family lives in Deir Mimas; it is composed of 2 old sisters who have no resource of income. 

The eldest is single, old and very sick; she suffers from diabetes, hypertension and sometimes, in 

very critical situations, needs hospitalisation and she has expensive medical treatment. She needs 

constant attention and her widow sister had to leave her work in a hospital to take care of her. 

The house is their parents'; it is old and small but very clean, it is composed of 2 rooms, a kitchen 

and the toilets. They have no income, the family is in debt (food, medications, heater, rent, 

electricity); they receive some humanitarian help (clothes and medications) from the benefactors 

and Caritas. Their economic situation is difficult.

CLN 600-

261 ✓ $100 
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

19CLF0

8330
Jacques M. 5

This family lives in Bourj Moulouk in very difficult situations; it is composed of 5 members (the 

parents and their 3 children), they have no resources nor an income. The father, suffering from 

diabetes and hypertension, works as a daily worker but recently and because of the economic 

situation of the country he is unemployed; yet he is still searching for a vacancy. To note that he 

also has medical expensive treatment. The mother is a housewife who takes care of their 

children who all go to a public school. This family is not originally from the village so they find it 

difficult to receive help except from Caritas. The house they live in is old and rented; it is 

composed of 2 rooms, a kitchen and the toilets, in addition, the house is very humid and needs 

maintenance but it is very clean. This family's income is insufficient; they are in debt (electricity, 

water, heater and rent). Rent has not been paid for 6 months now and the owner gave then a 

notice; this situation makes them worried and they are facing a lot of difficulties. They need our 

help.

JMD $1,200 

262 ✓ $75 Batroun
20CLF1

5182
Halim T. 4

This family compromises 3 single brother and one separated from his wife. Halim, 70 years old, is 

blind and has diabetes; he is a retired soldier and the only one who has medical coverage. Nabil, 

65 years old, suffers from diabetes and hypertension and multiple other health problems that 

needs treatments for life. Georges, 56 years old, is a seasonal worker and also Georges, 52 years 

old diabetic and unemployed. Halim's salary is barely enough to cover his own expenses and 

Georges's income is very minimal to ensure this family's need for food and medications.

HFCh. $900 

263 ✓ $50 Batroun
20CLF0

5544
Mounira T. 2

These 2 ladies are single; the 57 year old sister has a fragile health after she donated her kidney 

to her married brother who had a risk of diying; she is currently under a chronic treatment for 

the thyroid (after full removal) and she used to work as a hairdresser for women on her house. 

The other sister (55 years old), diabetic and under treatment, worked as a cleaning lady in the 

salon of the parish. Currently and because of the economic situation, the lockdown, etc, they 

have no income or medical coverage which makes it impossible for them to ensure their vital 

needs and the necessary urgent medications. The married brothers help them occasionally, each 

as much as they can, but this is insufficient.

REC 50-
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264 ✓ $75 Batroun
19CLF0

7483
Chafic T. 4

This family has 8 members; the father, bedridden for 19 years, is 78 years old and the mother, 69 

years old, started a justified depression. She used to work but currently without income; recently 

she was diagnosed with cancer and had a total mastectomy on both sides and she is now under 

treatment and despite all her pain she takes care of her husband and her daughter: 47 year old 

lady suffering from cancer for 7 years and now she is in the final phase, metastatic, continuously 

hospitalized for complications. Her son, a 45 year old single man, has a disability in the foot and 

works as a daily worker for a not so important income considering the economic situation and 

covid- 19 pandemic. The other married kids have their own financial difficulties; their economic 

and psycholigical situations are becoming very dramatic. They need our help and support.

StJohnM $900 

265 ✓ $50 Batroun
20CLF1

5241
Fadia H. 1

A 73 year old single woman, suffers from diabetes, hypertension and osteoporosis; she is under 

medications. 4 years ago she had a surgical intervention for her hip prothese; she currently needs 

prothese for her knees and an operation for inguinal Hernia but she does not have the financial 

means nor a medical coverage. Her married brothers pay her bills but recently they had financial 

difficulties and were not able to cover her needs.

HFCh. $600 

266 ✓ $50 Zahlé
20CLF1

4827
Amira E. 1

An old lady, 73 years old, living alone in a small rented and obscure room (in a small street). She 

used to make "Kebbe" in a restaurant but she broke her left foot and currently uses a walker to 

move inside her house; her married children can't help her but she is helped by the priest and the 

benefactors. Our help and support will relieve this old lady and help her live with dignity.

CLN 600-

267 ✓ $50 Keserwen II
19clf11

490
Nadia A. 1

This family lives in Jeita in a rented room for 300,000 LBP per month. Nadia a single 70-year-old 

used to work as a caregiver; despite her age she takes care of old people in their homes from 

time to time to ensure her housing and food. Cardiac patient, Nadia is helped by the sector; she 

has no relatives to support her. She relies on the help of the benefactors.

StJohnM $785 

268 ✓ $50 Keserwen II
19clf07

818
Nabiha B. 1

This lady lives in Zouk Mikael in a rented room for 300,000 LBP per month. She is 70-years-old 

and presents a very weak health. She is unable to ensure her basic vital needs because of the 

daily large expenses. Recently, she was operated because of a fracture, her relatives helped her. 

She came to Caritas asking our help and support to ensure the rent. she is very vulnerable and 

poor.

JN $100 

269 ✓ $75 Keserwen II
20clf16

632
Halim A. 4

This family lives in Sarba in a rented house for 450,000 LBP per month. The father, 45 years old, 

go to "Notre Dame de Secours" for dialysis, he presents a weak health. The mother takes care of 

their 3 children of whom the eldest has autism; he is not at school because of the specialised 

schools are expensive. The mother is depressed, she presents a weak health, and she cannot 

secure the basic needs because of the large expenses. She used to work as a tailor at home to 

help her husband but not much work recently. The mother came to Caritas asking our support to 

ensure the rent; their expenses are higher than their resources, they are vulnerable and need 

help. To note that the kids are upset and not well because of the situation.

GJT $500 
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270 ✓ $75 Baalback

 

20CLM

27906

Maurice C. 3

The father used to work in UAE and was laid off because of the economic situation and the 

closure of the company he used to work in; he came back to Lebanon with a small amount of 

savings to live with his wife at her mother's place in the village because he doesn't own a house. 

Married for 7 years now and still they have no children; the wife suffers from health problems in 

her glands and she has diabetes; she receives a permanent and expensive treatment. The mother 

is old and she is also under medical treatment. Currently the family has no income and needs 

help to ensure food and fuel.

JG $900 

271 ✓ $50 Baalback
20CLM

16345
Habib E. 2

Two old sisters live alone after their parents passed away, they are both chronic patients under a 

medical treatment; one of them also suffers from diabetes and cancer; she needs a medical 

follow up and treatment but due to her financial situation, she was unable to complete her 

treatment. Their brother, also old, is poor and unemployed, he has no capacities to help his 

sisters. These 2 sisters are in need of our help and support.

JE $50 

272 ✓ $75 Bekaa Center
20CLF0

6930
Hanna M. 4

This family is composed of 4 members; the father, the mother and their 2 kids (a daughter who’s 

going to get married and a son). The father fell and broke his leg 3 months ago during his work 

place and now he is at home under treatment. The only resource is the son who tries to help his 

parents but it is insufficient to cover all the chronic medications that cost 200,000 LBP per month 

and the basic vital needs. 

JG $900 

273 ✓ $100 Bekaa Center
20CLF0

6995
Maroun B. 6

This family is composed of 6 members; the father, the mother and their 4 kids ( 3 daughters 

which one of them is married and a son). The father is unemployed, the mother is under a 

chronic treatment, the daughters have a mental retardation and the son is in the army. This 

family is very vulnerable and lives in a 2-room house in bad condition. 

WMS     

KMB       

OSB

1,200

274 ✓ $75 Bekaa Center
20CLF0

6193
Sloubieh C 3

Family composed of 4 members: Elderly widow, 67 years old, suffers from Alzheimer, heart 

problems and diabetes. She needs permanent treatment around 650,000 LBP/Month. She has 3 

children (one single boy and 2 girls: one of them is married). This family lives in Jdita in their own 

modest house. The son works in a grape winery and receives 500,000 LBP/Month and the 

daughter works in a bakery and receives 450,000 LBP/Month. The total amount of these 

ressources is under 1,000,000LBP/Month which means their basic needs are not beeing covered.

OLOCCh. $900 

275 ✓ $50 Bint Jbeil
19CLF1

0447
Daad A. 2

This family is composed of 2 members; The mother, 55 years old widow, suffering for a long time 

from chronic diseases and under continuous treatment lives with her single son in a small modest 

house. This family, with her weak resources and no medical insurance, suffers from overcoming 

these difficult economic situations and relies on the help to ensure her medications.

DZ $50 

276 ✓ $100 Bint Jbeil

 

19CLF0

7587

Charbel S. 5

This family is composed of 5 members; the father, a 51 year old daily worker, barely ensures the 

primary needs of his family especially with today's economic crisis. The mother is a housewife 

who takes care of their 21 year old daughter who suffers from a kidney problem since birth and 

needs dialysis 3 times per week; they also have 2 sons who go to school (18 and 7 years old). The 

daughter's situation needs a regular medical follow up and she is under a chronic long term 

medication. The expenses are heavy knowing they have no medical insurance.

IRH $1,000 
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277 ✓ $100 Bint Jbeil
19CLF0

9399
Georges K. 7

This family is composed of 7 members; the father, 44 years old, currently unemployed and 

suffers from diabetes and needs a chronic treatment. The mother, 42 years old, is a housewife 

who takes care of her 5 children whom 4 of them go to school (14, 9, 6 , and 4 years old) and the 

eldest is in the army and earns a low income; he takes care of the family's expenses. A large 

family with few resources and a lot of expenses (food and tuition fees) suffer to survive with 

these heavy economic and political situations.

GEK 1,200-

278 ✓ $100 Jezzine
20CLF1

4831
Edward H. 7

This family has 7 members; the parents and 5 children. The eldest is 20 years old while the 

youngest is 7 years old. The father used to work on the tractor but was obliged to stop due to his 

back pain. So the family has no income now. The mother is a housewife who takes care of her 

children and her parents in law. To note that the father also takes care of his parents 

medications. All kids are being educated; 2 go to university while the 3 other kids go to the public 

school near the village. They live in a house (owned) at the village and it is in good condition. The 

father can't afford the needs of his family nor the needs of his parents because he is 

unemployed. The nieghbors and the NGOs of their entourage always help.

GEK 1,200-

279 ✓ $100 Jezzine
19CLF1

0420
Rafic M. 5

This family has 5 members; the parents and 3 children. The eldest is 16 years old while the 

youngest is 10 years old. The father used to work as a bus driver but this year there is no school 

so there is no monthly income. Due to this situation, the mother now works as a cleaning house 

lady in few houses so she can be able to provide for her family. This family lives in its own house 

next to the neighbors and the big family who help them every now and then (not to forget the 

NGOs of the village) because the father is incapable of having a monthly income especially in the 

economic situation of the country.

HFCh. 1,200

280 ✓ $100 Akkar
19CLF0

4983
Tony K. 6

This family is composed of 6 members; the father, daily worker, suffers from herniated disc that 

prevents him sometimes from working. The mother is a housewife who takes care of their 4 

children who go to school. The family lives in an old unsanitary house composed of 2 rooms; the 

small income of the father is not sufficient to ensure all the basic needs of his family. To not that 

they have no medical coverage.

WE $100 

281 ✓ $75 Akkar
19CLF0

5540
Saide F. 4

This family is composed now composed of 4 members (the father died for cancer); the mother 

works as a cleaning lady in a school, she suffers from herniated disc and needs a continous  

treatment. She has 3 kids that all go to school; the family's situation is very difficult and the 

mother's salary is not enough to ensure her family's needs and especially that they have no 

medical coverage.

OLOCCh. $900 

282 ✓ $50 Akkar
19CLF0

5207
Anwar J. 2

This young lady, syrian nationality, is married to a lebanese man; they have 3 children. Her 

husband is currently in prison since a year, she has no resources except for the help of the 

benefactors that isn't sufficient to ensure their needs especially that they have no medical 

coverage. The live in a rented room.

JN $50 

283 ✓ $75 Akkar
20CLF0

0230
Amal Y. 3

This widow, very poor, has 2 children who go to school; she works as helper in a hospital and she 

is currently receiving only half of her salary which is not enough to ensure her family's needs. 

They live in a small house composed of 2 rooms.

J/ G / S $150 
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284 ✓ $75 
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

20CLF1

5190
Kamil T. 4

This family consists of two children in school, the father who is a sick man, cannot exert any 

physical effort and needs several medicines every month; the mother is a housewife who takes 

care of the house and her children, is curently looking for a job to help her husband especially 

since they don't have any financial resources except a little help from a benefactor from their 

village.

JEK $900 

285 ✓ $75 
Jebbeh 

Becharreh

19CLF0

5602
Angel H. 4

This family is made up of three single daughters and their mother. Two girls suffer from multiple 

sclerosis and they need very expensive injections and several drugs each month while the third 

daughter has a physical disability. The three girls work but the total of their income is not enough 

to bring their medications. Their mother is an old woman at home. This family needs this help to 

provide medicines and basic needs.

JEK $900 

286 ✓ $75 
Zgharta-

Ehden

20CLF0

7300
Nabil N. 4

It's a family of four, the father is a carpenter, but due to the current situation, he is earning 

almost nothing. The mother is a housewife, the children still go to school. The family needs our 

help to overcome this crisis. 

OLOCAk, 

OH
$900 

287 ✓ $100 
Zgharta-

Ehden

20CLF0

7284
Richard M. 5

It's a family of four, the father has a local bakery, but due to the current situation, and the 

repetitive lockdown, the family has no income or a very low income, the family can hardly ensure 

its needs. The father has a loan to pay, and the children are aged 2 years old and have a lot of 

needs, the mother is a housewife. Note that the mother in law lives with them and take a lot of 

medicines.

JC $100 

288 ✓ $100 
Zgharta-

Ehden

20CLF0

7283
Nadim Z. 5

It's a family of five, the father works in a local bakery with his brother, but due to the current 

situation, and the repetitive lockdown, the family has no income or a very low one; the family 

can hardly ensure its needs. The couple has 3 children (10, 9 and 5 years old), and the children 

have a lot of needs. The mother is a housewife.

LAS $100 

289 ✓ $75 Tripoli
19CLF1

1052
Mansour E. 4

A family of four, the father is sick, needs a permanent treatment and is unemployed. His wife 

took responsibility for the family by giving private lessons to students. Due to the difficult 

economic situation and covid-19 pandemic the family has become without any financial income, 

which has left them in need for help to secure rent fees of their 3-room, in addition to food, 

medicine, electricity and water.

JLS $75 

290 ✓ $100 Tripoli
19CLF1

1066
Saba T. 6

Originally from Bcharreh, this family lives in Tripoli where the father worked as a day laborer to 

support his family, composed of 6 members. Recently, due to the economic situation of the 

country and the Covid-19 pandemic and because of his disease (he is diabetic and he suffers from 

arteriopathy of the lower limbs, stage 4) he became unemployed. The mother is a housewife 

who takes care of her four children, all young, who go to an official school. Not having any source 

of income, this family lives on the help of benefactors. It is unable to secure the basic needs of 

their children.

RG $100 

291 ✓ $50 Tripoli
19CLF0

4915
Ramona G. 2

A-92-year old sick woman is unable to walk and uses a wheelchair. Originally from El-Mina, in 

Tripoli, she has lived, since her marriage, in a poor house on the ground floor, composed of two 

small rooms. Her 58-year-old son lives with her, he was forced to quit his job as a day laborer and 

stay home to care of his mother, who cannot manage her daily needs without help. This family, 

without any financial income, is supported by the parish priest, and by benefactors to pay for 

food, rent, electricity, water, etc. This family also benefits from hot meals and medicines 

available at Caritas Tripoli.

KofC $600 
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292 ✓ $50 Tripoli
19CLF0

8745
Minerva L. 1

This 52-year-old single woman has always lived in the parental home composed of one room, 

and every year at the beginning of the winter season, water leaks from the roof, forcing this 

young woman to fix the roof yearly. She left her school early and was forced to take care of her 

sick mother until she passed away two years ago. She worked for a while as a saleswoman in a 

clothing store but since the revolution last year, the current economic situation and the covid-19 

pandemic, she was forced to stay home and rely on the help of benefactors.

KofC $600 

293 ✓ $50 Koura
19CLF1

1108
Maarouf T. 2

This family is in a very difficult financial situation due to the regular medical bills, which they are 

forced to pay every month.

The parents suffer from chronic illnesses, and they are on regular treatments; they live in a 

modest house.

They have a married daughter, who helps them as much as possible, as she has her family life 

and she doesn’t have the capacity to pay all the cost of the treatments and the basic needs of her 

parents.

LS $50 

294 ✓ $50 Koura
20CLF1

5261
Mannouch T. 1

The sick widow suffers from diabetes and hypertension, she is under a regular treatment.

This widow lives alone in a small house; she has four children who are married and one of her 

married sons takes care of her as much as he can (with her treatment) because he has his own 

family life.

SRD 50-

295 ✓ $100 Koura
20CLF1

5262
Georges A. 5

This family is very poor, they are living in a terrible situation due to the critical health of the 

father; he suffered from corona a month ago and he is receiving a very expensive treatment at 

the hospital. In addition, the father is a day laborer, he has no fixed salary and now he doesn’t 

have any income because he is in the hospital unable to work. The mother is a housewife who 

takes care of the house and her 3 children who are students.

This family is vulnerable, without any financial support, hence the mother is not able to meet the 

basic needs of daily life for her children nor the treatment's cost for her husband.

JF $100 

296 ✓ $50 Koura
20CLF1

5263
Jamil A. 2

Sick widow living with his daughter in a modest two-bedroom house. His daughter suffers from a 

kidney disease and she is on medication. This family is vulnerable and in need; she has no 

financial support; hence, the girl is unable to ensure the basic needs of daily life and the cost of 

regular medical services, which she is obliged to pay for each month. 

RCZ $600 

297 ✓ $75 Baabda I
20CLF1

0862
Najib A. 3

Family composed of three people; the 78 year old father had a surgery for a tumor two years ago 

and is undergoing a cancer treatment and he needs to have tests and exams every six months. 

The 67-year-old mother is diabetic and in need of treatment; their 40 year old unmarried son is a 

caretaker, his salary is minimal enough to pay for his parents' treatment. The family cannot meet 

their basic needs with the income of the son; they need help and support.

PDW $75 
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298 ✓ $50 Baabda I
19CLF0

4479
Mariam F. 1

She is a 65-year-old single lady, who lives alone in a house previously owned by her parents. She 

worked as an agent for cleaning supplies and currently she is sick and unemployed. Two years 

ago, she bad undergone a surgery to remove a breast tumor, and since then she has an expensive 

and continuous treatment to take; in addition, she has been hospitalized several times on behalf 

of the Ministry of Health. She cannot cover the cost of her medications, she receives help from 

time to time (benefactors) but it is not sufficient.

NM 600-

299 ✓ $75 Baabda I
19CLF1

1110
Jamil K. 4

This family lives in a house previously owned by the grand parents; it needs maintenance. The 

father is an employee, he's been receiving half of his salary for a year. The 50 year old mother 

suffers from a nerve disease and needs a lifelong treatment; they are unable to cover the cost of 

the medications. Their children, aged 14 and 9 years old, go to a private school which the parents 

are unable to afford its tuition fees. The family is going into debt  to survive. The family needs 

support.

OLOCAk, 

OH
$900 

300 ✓ $50 Upper Chouf
20CLF1

5424
Mariam A. 1

This lady lives alone in a 2-room house that needs renovation, new furniture and it's too humid. 

She works for 700,000LBP a month and has to pay 400,000LBP for rent and the rest 300,000 LBP 

not enough to secure her monthly medical treatment for hypertension, and to maintain the daily 

basic needs of life. She needs a large amount of money to secure heating for winter; she needs 

this financial aid so she can afford her treatment and live with dignity.

LS $50 

301 ✓ $75 Upper Chouf
20CLF1

5454
Sawma S. 3

This family is composed of 3 members; the father, mother and their 18 year old son who goes to 

university. The father works as a daily worker at the municipality for half a salary; they live in a 

rented house (composed of 2 rooms) that needs maintenance like paint, humidity and moisture 

problems and some water leaks. They need this financial aid so they can afford their monthly 

basic and medical needs : they pay 900,000 LBP for rent, 200,000 LBP for the medical bill of the 

father and they have the tuition fees of the son; He is the only provider of this family and he is 

receiving half a salary.

OLOCAk, 

OH
$600 

302 ✓ $50 Upper Chouf
20CLF1

5456
Edward F. 2

This 64 year old man is married with no kids, he uses a walker due to a problem in his legs; he 

needs medical expenses around 200,000 LBP a month, no income unless one of the relatives help 

him unexpectedly, he lives with his wife in a 3-room house that needs some repair due to 

humidity problem. They need this financial aid so they can afford the basic needs of their daily 

life and to secure the monthly medical bill and they don't have any social security or medical 

insurance.

OLOCAk, 

OH
$600 

303 ✓ $75 Upper Metn
20CLF1

5666
Charbel M. 3

Family compsed of three members, the father is a masonry laborer who receives 100,000L.L. a 

day. Currently and due to the economic situation and covid-19 pandemic in the country, there's 

only few work demands. He suffers from arthritis, diabetes and has a continuous treatment that 

costs 200,000LBP per month. His daughter's tuition fees are 500,000 LBP; she goes to a semi-free 

school. They have 10,000,000 LBP of debts, 250 USD for rent,  2,000,000 LBP for food,  

300,000L.BP for gas, various expenses 1.000.000L.BP. The expenses are higher than the 

resources.

RMR $50 
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304 ✓ $100 Upper Metn
20CLF1

5669
George N. 5

Family composed of five members including the paternal grandmother. The husband a daily 

worker, his non-fixed income reaches 100,000 LBP per day. His work got affected by COVID-19 

restrictions and curefews. His wife and daughter have psychological troubles causing grief; they 

are under treatment and his son is studying at a private school that costs 3.400,000LBP. His 

mother suffers from Arteriosclerosis and pays for her treatment that costs 200.000 LBP per 

month. Their pay 1.000.000 LBp for food ,  300.000LBP for gas,  1.000.000LBP for various 

expenses. The epenses are higher than the resources.

NadaM 100-

305 ✓ $100 Upper Metn
20CLF1

5903
Wadih M. 7

Family composed of seven members; the father, a daily worker, receives 1.000.000LBP per 

month, the mother is a housewife. The eldest son works in a hair dressing salon and receives 

50,000LBP per week, the 4 other children go to school; the smallest has learning difficulties and 

she's studying her primary class in a specialized school, the tuition fee for the 4 children is 

2,500,000LBP. They  all live in a rented house for 300,000LBP per month; not adequate. Food 

costs 1.000.000LBP , gas 250,000LBP and the rest costs around 1,000,000 LBP. Their expenses 

are higher than their resources. They need our help.

OLOCAk, 

OH
$1,200 

306 ✓ $100 

Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

20CLF0

4312
Lawandos G. 5

Family composed of 5 members; elderly father and mother, and one adult who is a soldier in the 

Lebanese army for a small income. The family takes care of 2 elderly aunts who suffer from 

chronic disease and one of them is blind and needs special care. Financial assistance can support 

the family to provide basic needs and medications for the 2 elderly aunts.

OLOCAk, 

OH
$1,200 

307 ✓ $100 

Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

19CLF0

5352
Georges G. 6

Family composed of 6 members (father, mother and 4 children enrolled in a private school) lives 

in a rented apartment in Dekwaneh area. The head of family is the only provider, he works as a 

daily worker for an irregular income. Financial assistance can support him to provide basic needs 

and rent fees.

AJ $600 

308 ✓ $50 

Dekwene - 

Littoral Metn 

V

20CLF1

537
Warda Y. 1

An elderly woman living alone in her relative's house, has no financial support from anyone and 

suffers from heart problems. She needs medications. During Beirut blast, the windows were 

destroyed and she can’t repair them. Financial assistance can support her in providing her basic 

needs.

JH $600 

309 ✓ $75 Metn IV
19CLF0

9746
Bakhos M. 4

This family is composed of the father who lost his job few months ago, the mother doesn't work 

and suffers from neurotic problems and their 2 children go to school. Their monthly payment are 

rent, food, electricity, generator, phone, etc; they have no fixed salary and therefore Caritas' 

assistance through this project will allow this family to live with dignity and secure their basic 

needs.

DRE $900 

310 ✓ $75 Metn IV
19CLF0

6619
Elias B. 4

Family composed of 2 kids attending an official school, the father who works in the repair of 

electrical appliances but his work has decreased due to the high cost of spare parts and the 

mother who has breast cancer and has been following a treatment for three years; she continues 

the sessions to this day. The family asks for all kinds of help in order to survive.

JJ $1,000 

311 ✓ $75 Metn IV
19CLF0

7982
Semaan S. 3

This family is composed of three members; the father lost his job a year ago, the mother suffers 

from neurotic symptoms and needs hospitalization, and their girl goes to a semi free school. The 

father opened a grocery store with his sister but the income is very minimal. To note that the 

mother's medication is very expensive and they are asking for help;  Therefore Caritas'assistance 

through this project will allow this family to live with dignity and secure their basic needs.

StMYCh $900 
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312 ✓ $50 Metn IV
19CLF0

8895
Fafrounia B. 1

This elderly sick widow lives alone since a long time; she used to work as a tailor at home but 

because of her bad health she stopped. She has two married children but cannot help her 

because of their poor financial situation. She has to pay the monthly rent of the house and 

secure her medicines, food and other bills. So she asked for help. Caritas' assistance through this 

project will allow this family to live with dignity and secure their basic needs.

StMYCh $600 

313 ✓ $50 Metn III 
20CLF1

5280
Souad M. 2

Family of 2. The mother is divorced since 2008. He was unfaithful and he became violent and 

started hitting her, so she left the house and filed for divorce. 3 years ago her son passed away 

suddenly. Her ex-husband got married and has 2 children. He does not pay for anything to his old 

family. The mother has not paid the rent for 3 months and is in debt for 3.000.000 L.L. She pays 

around 80.000 L.L. around 200.000 L.L. for the generator, 50.000 L.L. for Water and 1.500.000 L.L 

for food and basic needs. The mother also has a lot of medicine and they cost around 100.000 

L.L. per month ( Cholesterol, Hepatitis).

StMYCh $600 

314 ✓ $75 Metn III 
20CLF1

5293
Elham O. 3

A widow who lives in a rented house with her son and daughter. She does not work and suffers 

from a severe hernia and cannot afford to get a consultation, tested and treated. Her daughter is 

unemployed and cant find a job specially with this crisis going on in the country. Her son works at 

Moulin D'Or and gets payed only 750.000 LBP per month. They pay 750.000 L.L. for rent,  

300.000 L.L. for the municipality and 350.000 L.L. for water. They are always lacking food and 

basic needs at home since there is only the son's income as a financial resource, and they need 

around 1.500.000 L.L. for that.

StMYCh $900 

315 ✓ $75 Metn III 
20CLF1

5365
Yaacoub B. 4

Family of 4. The father was working as a personal driver but because of the crisis in Lebanon, the 

family he used to work for had to travel and leave the country, so he found himself unemployed. 

His wife also became unemployed during the same period because of the situation of the 

country. They have 2 children aged 11 and 10 years old who go to the Antonine school in 

roumieh; their tuition fees are 4.000.000 L.L. for one child only (8.000.000 L.L. for both). The 

father is in debt for the school and needs to pay them 16.000.000 L.L. He pays for food and basic 

needs around 2.000.000 L.L. per month,  150.000 L.L. for the municipality, 350.000 L.L.  for the 

water, and 900.000 L.L. for the heating fuel for the winter.

StMYCh $900 

316 ✓ $50 Metn I 
20CLF1

4637
Nabil F. 2

Two elderly living in a rented house without a resource. They both used to work but not anymore 

because of their age. They have 2 children who are married and have their own families. The son 

was able to help a little but after the Beirut explosion, his house and shop were affected so he 

was unable to help anymore. Their daughter is employed and has 2 children that she is 

responsible of. She gives her parents a small amount each month because they take care of her 

children but the amount is not enough.

StMYCh $600 

317 ✓ $75 Metn I 
20CLF1

4607
Anisa L. 3

A 70-year-old woman who suffers from cancer and is under treatment. Although she is affiliated 

to CNSS, the difference that she has to pay is too much for her, because there is no source of 

income in the family. Her husband is 83 years old and doesn’t work. It has been more than a year 

that her son became unemployed and searching for a job. Her daughter who is abroad helps her 

parents but still not enough because she has a medication that costs more than 250.000 LBP 

each month, other than the food, the electricity, the generator, etc.

StMYCh $900 
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318 ✓ $75 Metn I 
20CLF1

4621
Chrisian H. 3

A young woman who is separated from her husband and lives with her two daughters. She lived 

for more than 20 years in Achrafieh in her relative’s house without paying rent, but after the 

explosion, her relative took again the house, leaving her without a home. Now she and her 

daughters live in a rented and furnished house. The rent is 950.000 LBP each month. Both 

daughters are educated but only one of them works, and her whole salary is for the rent and 

some food. 

StMYCh 900-

319 ✓ $50 Metn I 
20CLF1

4597
Tannous L. 1

A physically disabled person who lives alone in his brother’s house. Although he is a handicap, he 

works full time with a salary of 1.000.000LL. He has to sleep every night with the oxygen 

machine. He doesn’t have enough money to buy the machine so he pays rent each month 

742.000LL. The rest of the salary is not enough because he has medication that costs 500.000LL 

monthly, other than the food.

StMYCh $600 

320 ✓ $75 Metn I 
20CLF1

4586
Wafaa G. 3

A family of four, living a simple life until the death of the father 3 months ago from covid 19, 

leaving the responsibility of the 2 children to his wife. One of the children is autistic and stays at 

home all the time. They used to live in a rented house but after the death of her husband, the 

wife decided to return to her parent’s house because with a salary of 700.000 LBP she cannot 

pay rent, tuition fees and the needs of her 2 children.

CG $150 

321 ✓ $75 Metn I 
20CLF1

4614
Tanios K. 4

A family of four who has been without income for more than a year because the father who was 

a taxi driver had an accident, and although he had 4 operations, he is now on a wheelchair and 

can’t work anymore. His wife stays at home to take care of him all the time. They have 2 

children. One of the children has graduated from university and is searching for a job, the other is 

still continuing her education. The relatives help a little and of course it is not enough.

OLOCCh. $900 

322 ✓ $75 Baabda I
21CLF0

6199
Mountaha T. 4

The family is made up of four siblings.

Three elderlies and single girls live in a rented house in “Ain Remmeneh”

The first woman, 73, was a seamstress, currently out of work.

The second, 69, is out of work and suffers from many chronic illnesses such as high blood 

pressure and cholesterol.

The third is 61 years old and used to work as a saleswoman in a ready-to-wear magazine, but has 

been out of work since September 2020 due to the economic crisis.

Their brother, aged 20, lives with the family, is adopted after he lost his parents when he was a 

kid (his father was a cousin of the family) .He suffers from a mental problem and he is under 

treatment, currently is out of work, he was working as a delivery person to a grocer.

The family does not benefit from any social or medical security.

The family has no resources, they receive some help from benefactors but irregularly. They buy 

medicines from the dispensary. Their monthly expenses are around 800,000 Lebanese pounds 

between the cost of drugs and the cost of basic needs.

The family spent their savings, to secur medicines, food and to pay for daily living expenses.

An aid is a support for this family at the present stage so that they can buy their basic needs.

OLOCCh. $900 
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323 ✓ $75 
Caritas 

Achrafieh

20CLF1

0217
Hanna Bou. 3

Family composed of three members. The parents are elderly, they are living with their son who 

suffers from epilepsy. The family is not able to provide their needs, they need medical assistance 

and social follow up. Family who doesn’t have any resource and they need to be supported.

OLOCCh. $900 

324 ✓ $50 
Caritas 

Achrafieh

20CLF1

4003
Claire N. 2

Family composed of 2 members. The head of household, single parent is 52 YO and her daughter 

is 34 YO. They live in Karm el zeitoun, in a rented house composed of 2 small rooms for 400,000 

LBP per month and they weren’t able to pay rent since 2018 that’s when her husband passed 

away, resulting in legal action in court by her landlord that is still ongoing. Her  husband used to 

work in the military so the woman still benefits from his pension that is 1,200,000 LBP per 

month. Her daughter suffers from schizophrenia since she was 18 YO and she needs a lot of 

regular medications that cost around 450,000 LBP on a monthly basis. The HoH cannot work 

since she can’t leave her daughter because she needs constant attention and care. Sometimes, 

she cannot even afford the full fees of her daughter’s medications, let alone rental fees and basic 

needs. This month she bought all of the needed medications so HoH couldn’t afford to buy food 

for the whole month, resulting in lack of food and milk.  

CLN 600-

325 ✓ $50 Rmeil
19CLF1

1521
Anis B. 1

Divorced long time ago, and abandoned by his only daughter who live abroad, this man used to 

live in very modest hotels offering daily accommodation for workers at a reduced price. 

Sometimes he sleeps at his friends' place who've known him for years. He is retired and has 

acquaintances helping him from time to time, and he works as an office boy from time to time in 

order to earn some money. He is on a continuous treatment and lives day by day to survive.

OLOCCh. $600 

326 ✓ $50 Rmeil
19CLF0

7486
Nehme S. 2

A couple without children married at an advanced age. The husband has health problems with no 

fixed job. The wife works as a part-time housekeeper to pay the bills. They are always late in 

paying rent and running out of money.

OLOCCh. $600 

327 ✓ $50 Rmeil
19CLF0

5940
Jamile T. 1

She has quit her accounting job long time ago and devoted all her time to looking after her sick 

and bedridden mother. After the death of her mother, one year already, she found herself living 

alone in the family home without any work or income. At her age and with the economic crisis 

that the country is facing, finding a job is not easy. After the Beirut blast, the house was 

damaged. She was helped by various NGOs for repairs. She occasionally receives help from family 

members living abroad.

OLOCCh. $600 

328 ✓ $50 
Littoral Metn 

II

19CLF0

4331
Bechara G. 1

An elderly man living alone in a rented apartment has a married son who's unable to help a lot 

because of his half salary. Health wise, he needs follow up but they cannot cover the expenses of 

the medications and doctor visits. He needs financial support in order to provide his daily needs 

and pay their debts to the relatives .

OLOCCh. $600 

329 ✓ $50 
Littoral Metn 

II

20CLF1

2738
Saide G. 1

A single woman living alone in a rented apartment, used to work in sales, but recently she was 

laid off. She has no relatives to help her out and she gets her food from NGOs. She is looking for a 

job in order to provide her basic needs

OLOCCh. $600 

330 ✓ $50 
Littoral Metn 

II

20CLF0

8207
Antoun F. 2

An elderly married couple lives together in a rented apartment; both are diabetic and take 

medications daily. They don’t have any source of income except the church or neighbors; help 

sometimes. The elderlies need support to provide their medications, doctor consultations and 

their basic daily needs.

OLOCCh. $600 
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331 ✓ $75 
West Bekaa & 

Rachaya

20CLF1

4825
Boutros N. 4

Family of 4 members; the  78-years-old father, is a daily worker receiving 200,000 LBP per 

month. They need around 300, 000 LBP per month for medications. The father needs tests that 

he cannot afford and he doesn't have social security. Sometimes he's unable to secure the basic 

needs of his family.

OLOCCh. $900 

332 ✓ $75 
West Bekaa & 

Rachaya

20CLF1

4832
Habib H. 4

Family of 4 members. The wife works at the hospital with a salary of 300,000LBP per month; they 

have 2 children (7 and 8 years old), one of them have a neurological problem and needs 

medications. There is someone who takes care of the school costs. Their married children help 

them as much as possible.

OLOCCh. $900 

333 ✓ $50 
West Bekaa & 

Rachaya

20CLF0

3367
Ghada A. 2

A widow who lives with her 20 year old daughter. She has 3 married kids and her daughter is still 

learning but she hasn't been pay the tuition fees yet (around 450,000LBP/year). Her children and 

neighbors give her money and aid sometimes. 

OLOCCh. $600 

334 ✓ $75 Ras Beirut 
19CLF1

1120
Satout Y. 3

A 76 year old widow who lives with her family in their own house. Her son is unemployed 

because of the country's situation. She suffers from hypertension and cardiac problems; recently 

she had a coronarography due to a heart attack. Therefore Caritas' assistance through this 

project will allow the family to live with dignity and ensure their basic needs. 

OLOCCh. $900 

335 ✓ $50 Ras Beirut 
19CLF0

8866
Chaker L. 2

This old couple lives in an apartment composed of 1 room; the husband has prostate cancer and 

needs a bone scan that costs 500$ and the wife is diabetic and moves with difficulty. They have 5 

children who do not help; sometimes this couple stays without medications because of the lack 

of financial means. Therefore, Caritas' assistance through this project will allow the family to live 

with dignity and ensure their basic needs. 

OLOCCh. $600 

336 ✓ $100 

Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

19CLF1

1404
Maroun H. 7

This family is composed of 7 members; the parents and their 5 children. The father used to work 

as a driver but due the economic situation he is unemployed now. The mother is a housewife 

who takes care of her children; the eldest is 16 years old while the youngest is 10 years old, to 

note that the kids have no ID because the parent's marriage is illegal. Recently, the kids were 

enrolled in a school at the village. They live in a rented house sanitary and clean for the kids. This 

family finds itself sometimes without any food and they sometimes receive help from the 

neighbors and benefactors. Therefore, Caritas' assistance through this project will allow the 

family to live with dignity and ensure their basic needs. 

OLOCCh. $1,200 

337 ✓ $75 

Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

19CLF0

7419
Marie C. 3

This family is composed of 3 members; the mother who got divorced 3 years ago because her 

husband mistreated her and her 2 kids (17 and 12 years old). The mother suffers from multiple 

diseases and needs a lot of monthly medications; knowing that she is unemployed, and needs a 

monthly income to secure the basic expenses of her family's daily life. They live next to the father 

and the kids come to his place from time to time but he does not help them financially. They live 

in a humid house composed of 2 rooms. This family relies on the help of the benefactors and 

neighbors of the village. Therefore, Caritas' assistance through this project will allow the family 

to live with dignity and ensure their basic needs. 

OLOCCh. $900 
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338 ✓ $75 

Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

19CLF1

0395
Michel L. 4

This family is composed of 4 members; the parents and their 2 kids. The father is unemployed 

and has undergone an open heart surgery. The mother is a cleaning lady at the school near the 

village where the kids are enrolled. The eldest kids are healthy but the youngest has harelip and 

he has had 8 operations till now, yet he still needs another one. They live in a rented house in the 

village; the mother's salary is barely enough to cover the medication bills of her son and 

husband. To add that they have no social security nor medical coverage. Therefore, Caritas' 

assistance through this project will allow the family to live with dignity and ensure their basic 

needs. 

OLOCCh. $900 

339 ✓ $50 Tyr
20CLF1

4647
Ibtissam H. 1

Elderly single lady used to work as a cleaning lady at houses but stopped because of her age. She 

suffers from hypertension and diabetes; she lives alone in her own house. She has no caretaker, 

financial supporter and no social security. She relies on the help of benefactors. Therefore, 

Caritas' assistance through this project will allow the family to live with dignity and secure their 

basic needs.

OLOCCh. $600 

340 ✓ $50 Tyr
19CLF1

0008
Giryes K. 1

This elderly man suffers from Alzheimer's, diabetes, and cardiac diseases. A while ago, he fell and 

broke his leg and underwent an operation. During this year, he entered the hospital multiple 

times and now he must uses a wheelchair to move. He has 2 sons, one living abroad and the 

other is married and takes care of him, but his salary is not enough. The elderly has no social 

security or insurance and has medical expenses that cost around 2,000,000LBP per month 

(medications, diapers, appointments). Therefore, Caritas' assistance through this project will 

allow the family to live with dignity and secure their basic needs.

CLN 600-

341 ✓ $50 Jbeil
20CLF0

8632
Salwa M. 1

An elderly sick widow living alone in a rented appartment, doesn't have any medical insurance. 

She has no kids and she is supported by the extended family (married kids of her dead husband 

from his first dead wife) and the priest of the village. She has no income and can barely secure 

her basic and medical needs. Therefore, Caritas' assistance through this project will allow this 

woman to live with dignity and secure their basic needs.

St.MM  

AQ
$600 

342 ✓ $50 Jbeil
19CLF0

8225
Mariam K. 1

An elderly sick single woman living alone in a very small appartment for her niece. She is a sick 

person under medical treatment; she doesn't have any medical insurance nor an income. She is 

supported by the extended family. She can barely secure her basic and medical needs. Therefore, 

Caritas' assistance through this project will allow this woman to live with dignity and secure their 

basic needs.

St.MM  

AQ
$600 

343 ✓ $100 Zawyeh
19CLF0

8460
Toufic B. 6

This family lives in North Lebanon in their own modest house composed of 5 rooms; the father is 

unemployed because he suffers from cardiac problems, back pain, cholesterol and needs 

constant medications. The mother is a cleaning lady at St. Georges school receiving a minimal 

income the ensure some of the needs of her family; currently and because of the covid-19 

pandemic and schools closure, she has no income. To note that she is the only financial support 

for this family. The family is very vulnerable, and has has no fixed income source. Therefore, 

Caritas' assistance through this project will allow the family to live with dignity and ensure their 

basic needs. 

St.MM  

PH
$1,200 
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344 ✓ $100 Baalback

 

19CLM

C27967

Mouin K. 5

A family of 5, the father suffers from a chronic disease, diabetes and kidney disease. For years he 

managed to run the family business by investing in a small vegetable store because he could not 

do another hard job due to his illness but in view of the deterioration of his economic situation 

and his health he closed the businness. His wife has found an opportunity to work at an 

orphanage as a housekeeper; she receives a small amount insufficient to pay her husband's 

medical bills. She is responsible for her house, her sick husband and her 3 daughters who attend 

school. At this stage, financial assistance will help him ensure the basic needs of the house, 

especially food and medicine.

St.MM Dr. 

JH
$1,200 

345 ✓ $50 Achrafieh
21CLF0

1350
Toni F. 1

The man was working as security officer for 10 days per month. But due to the situation he was 

laid off.

He's single, and lives alone in his parent's house. 

The man suffers from chronic disease (diabetes and heart problems) and he's not able to secure 

his basic needs. His medication cost 1,400,000 LBP/month.

No one help him and he was affected by the beirut blast. Only the army supported him with cash.

In addition, the man's siblings cannot help him during these challenging times.

Until now he has not yet repaired his house due to the lack of financial means.

St.MM  

AMD
$600 

346 ✓ $50 
Bourj 

Hammoud

21 

CLF065

34

Samia A. 1

A widowed unaccompanied elderly  lives in a rented apartment in bourj hamoud in a rented 

house for 250.000 LBP/ month.

She used to work, but it has been unemployed for 2 years and has no income. She doesn’t have 

kids, and relies on her friends who supports her from time to time. 

She is healthy, but has started having some lower back pains lately. She needs financial support 

to see the doctor and proceed with the proper treatment.

St.MM  

AMD
$600 

347 ✓ $75 Kesrouan 1
21CLM

13022
Mirhij K. 3

The family that lives in the village is composed of a chronically ill couple. They need expensive 

medical treatments monthly (they are unable to ensure them due to lack of financial means). The 

disabled father and the housewife mother cannot work due to the difficult economic situation of 

the country. The family lives in debt, their children can never help them because they are in the 

same critical financial situation. They ask for help at all levels, especially food and medicine.

St.MM  ST $900 

348 ✓ $50 Bekaa Est
20CLF0

5561
Frousina N. 1

This old poor lady suffers from chronic diseases and lives alone in a house that is in risk of being 

collapsed. She has no income except the help of the some benefactors.
St.MM  SL $600 

349 ✓ $75 Bekaa Est

19CLM

C01657

8

Mona T. 3
In light of the ongoing economic crisis in Lebanon, the salary of this young widow, responsible for 

her young children, remains insufficient to ensure the academic fees and the primary needs.
St.MM  SL $900 
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350 ✓ $75 Jezzine
21CLM

13492
S.B.Z. 4

This family is made up of 3 brothers and a sister. They live in Mlikh, a village in the caza Jezzine in 

a room that has been restored, and that Caritas has contributed an amount of $ 3000 for this 

purpose.

This family used to live and work in Beirut, where one of the brothers had a sewing shop, and all 

his brothers worked with him, but since the revolution of October 17, 2019, he can no longer 

continue, so he closed the doors of his shop and then all the family is without work nor monthly 

income.

He is married but lives in Mlikh with his siblings. He has two daughters but who live with their 

mother in the maternal grandparents' house because of the family's economic situation; he paid 

the money that he had from his work to restore the house and have a roof for him and his 

children. The other brother, who is 50 years old, has cancer in the prostate and the stomach and 

is deaf and dumb.

The 3rd brother, 53 years old, is married; his family consists of 7 people, but he lives in Mlikh 

with 2 of his children. The other children live with their mother in the grandparents' house far 

from him. Three children and his wife cannot live in the same house because of the family's 

economic situation.

The sister, also lives in Mlikh with her brothers and her son. It should be noted that Ghada is deaf 

and dumb; she is married; her husband works as a janitor in Beirut, and he is the only source of 

income to be able to secure her son's basic needs.

This large family is in dire need of help. They do not have a stable income and rely on the help of 

benefactors.

St.MM  SL $900 

351 $75 Dekwaneh
20CLF1

2560
3

Female head of household lives with her 2 children (25y.o, 26y.o) in a rented apartment for 

650,000LBP per month. They have not paid the rent fees for a year now. The mother is separated 

from her husband. Her daughter is the only provider for the family. She works works  in a 

hospital for a monthly income of 800,000LBP. 

The mother has cancer and currently follows regular treatment.  

She needs support to secure her basic needs and medications.

352 $50 Dekwaneh
21CLF1

2337
2

The head of household lives with his wife in their relatives' house. They don't have children. He 

can't work due to his medical condition and his wife takes care of him. 

He has cancer and he is now under chimiotherapy treatment. 

His wife works as a teacher and receives 1,000,000 LBP per month. They have nobody to support 

them and need financial assistance to meet their basic needs and secure their medications. 

353 $100 Dekwaneh
21CLF1

2343
5

Female head of household separated from her husband lives with her son (15y.o) in a rented 

apartment for 500,000 LBP per month. She is unemployed and has 3 married children who 

cannot help her. Her son is at Dekwaneh public school. She suffers from cardiac problems, 

chronic diseases and is now under dialysis treatment. 

She secures some of her medications from the dispensary in the region or by the help of her 

relatives. This family needs support to survive these challenging times.
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354 $75 Dekwaneh
20CLF1

6560
4

A divorced woman lives with her two children (7y.o, 8y.o) in a rented house for 1,000,000 LBP 

per month.

Her mother lives with her in the house. She works as a nurse for an older woman for 1,000,000 

LBP per month. 

Her mother suffers from chronic diseases. Her children are at St.Charbel school- Darooun and 

they are registered in a private afterschool private (remedial classes). She needs financial 

assistance to pay the school tuitions and secure her family's basic needs. 

355 $100
Bourj 

Hammoud

21CLF0

9680
5

Family of 5 members,  great grandmother 70 years old, grandmother 45 years old, father 32 

years old, and 3 newborn triplets (4 months old)

The mother of the triplets passed away when delivering her babies.

The case is very traumatic, the father works as a delivery guy and has no fixed income. Adding to 

that one of the babies needs heart surgery in the coming months.

The family is moving from Zalka to Bourj Hamoud to rent a cheaper apartment.

356 $75 Metn I
21CLF0

1655
4

The father used to work as a hairdresser before the pandemic and the economic crisis. He is 

currently unemployed, living in debt and lacks means to secure his family's basic needs. His 

workplace (salon) and the house are rented for a total of 2,050,000 LBP per month. The couple 

has four children. Two of them are married. The third is continuing his education in a public 

university, while the youngest who is 12 years old is physically handicapped, stays home and 

needs medications for 300,000 LBP per month in addition to daily physiotherapy sessions for 

35,000 LBP that they can't afford. The mother doesn't work because she has to take care of her 

son. They are in dire need of help especially that the health of their son is deteriorating. 

357 $100 Zahleh
21CLF1

1636
5

Faouzi aged 80, father of 3 children, he is a taxi driver on the road to Zahleh and Beirut. He used 

to secure his family's basic needs before he got infected with the COVID-19 in January 2021. He 

was then hospitalized and underwent an open heart surgery. He is currently under continuous 

expensive treatment. His 63 year old wife takes care of her 3 children, 2 twins and a daughter. 

She suffers from high blood pressure and cholesterol, and is undergoing medical treatment. Their 

eldest son (24 yo) is a an employee at the Daher institution in Furzol, his twin brother works in 

Beirut in a computer institution for  1,500,000 LBP. Their sister is 26 yo , continues her 

specialization in chemistry at a private university and works in a private institution for a fixed 

salary. These 3 children take care of their parents as much as possible. The family lives in its own 

house but is struggling to meet all its basic needs due to the current situation of the country.

358 $50 Zahleh
21CLF1

1529
2

An 87 year old man, married, with 6 children, 5 of them are married and one is a nun in Canada. 

He used to work at a company a long time ago but currently has retired since 1995. He depends 

on his children who are also struggling to made ends meet. His wife is 82 years old and suffers 

from osteoporosis and is under continuous medical treatment. She was a teacher in a private 

school. This couple lives in poverty and needs help to secure food and medicines. 
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359 $50 Bekaa Est 
21CLM

05967
2

A husband (59 yo) and his wife(50 yo) live in a 4-room rented house in Ablah for 600,000 LBP per 

month. They don’t receive any assistance. The husband is the head of household and the main 

provider for the family. He is a farmer who, among others, was hit by the storm and the very low 

temperature which ruined his crop. Consequently, there is no more revenue from agriculture. 

Therefore, he is not able to provide the basic needs and pay the rent fees anymore. He went in 

debt to buy food. Due to their age and the bad situation in the country they can't find a job. They 

haven't paid the rent fees for 2 months and are at risk of eviction.

360 $75
Bourj 

Hammoud 

21CLF 

12794
4

A family lives in borj Hammoud in a house rented for 600,000 LBP per month. The father had an 

operation for adenectomy following cancer. He currently uses a machine to speak that costs 600 

USD and cannot work. The mother has had an operation for disc, suffers from pulmonary 

insufficiency and needs an expensive treatment. In addition they haven't paid rent fees for 6 

months (a total of 3,600,000 LBP). The eldest daughter is married and  has her own family, their 

son is still looking for a job. The family needs help to secure food and medicines. 

361 $75
Bourj 

Hammoud 

21CLF1

2767
4

Family from Choueifat lives in Borj Hammoud in a rented house for 600,000 LBP per month and 

has no paid the fees for one year now. The father is unemployed due to the economic situation 

of the country. His wife has cancer and needs an expensive medical treatment. Their eldest 

daughter is married and has her own family. Their son is looking for a job. The father has recently 

secured a job for a low and irregular income. They are struggling to make ends meet and need 

around 7,200,000 LBP to pay off rent debt.

362 $50 kesserwan 2
21CLF1

2405
2

A yong couple lives in its own house in Achkout. The man earns 750,000 LBP and his wife does 

not work. They are responsible for the wife's parents who live in Beirut and who need care and a 

lot of medicines.

363 $75 Jbeil
21CLF1

2846
3

Family made up of a widowed mother born in 1979 who is a housewife with a daughter born in 

2009 and a son born in 2016. They attend a private school and benefit from a 100% scholarship. 

The family lives in a rented apartment. They have no resources except the help of their friends 

and extended family each according to their abilities.

364 $100 Ras Beirut 
21CLF1

2857
6

A mother and her daughter who live at the maternal grandparents house because the husband is 

in prison. They all live in a small apartment (6 persons). The mother in unemployed, has no 

income or resources and needs financial assistance to secure her family's basic needs. 

365 $75  Baabda2
19clf06

935
4

A very poor family of four members. The father who is a Taxi driver suffers from colon cancer 

and diabetes. His state of health does not allow him to work every day thus he doesn't have a 

regular decent income, in addition to the situation in the country which makes the job of a driver 

even more difficult. His wife suffers from a kidney tract infection which requires a continuous 

treatment. Adding to that, she has recently developed a malformation of the breast and needs to 

do medical tests. They have two children who attend a private school. For 2 years, the family has 

been changing houses because of rent debts. They currently have no house and live between the 

aunt's and the grandparents' house. 

366 $75 Baabda2
21CLF1

2926
3

A young couple have recently had a newborn baby. They are both unemployed due to the 

pandemic and the economic situation. They have no resources and need help to secure their 

baby's basic needs and pay the rental fees.  
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367 $75 Rmeil
21CLF0

3262
3

A woman lives with her 2 elderly parents. They were seriously injured in the Beirut blast and their 

house was damaged. The parents are still undergoing treatment following the operations done 

after the blast. She has lost her job which was also affected by the explosion and spent her 

savings to repair her father's hairdressing salon located in Gemayze. 

368 $100 Jbeil
19CLF0

6934
6

Twice divorced, this sick father has 3 children from his first marriage and 6 from the second. 

Some are with their mothers others are married. He lives now with 5 children, one girl working in 

a supermarket for a very low income, one unemployed boy and 3 kids unregistered in any school 

for the second year. The family lives in a rented room that some benefactors pay half of its fees. 

The father is a very sick man, under oxygen machine, unable to work. The only income of the 

family is the low salary of the girl (16 years old). She can barely secure the basic needs and food 

for the family. Therefore, Caritas' assistance through this project will allow this family to live with 

dignity and secure their basic needs.

369 $50 Zawyeh
19CLF0

4539
2

This family lives in North Lebanon in its own modest house composed of 6 rooms; the husband is 

nemployed because of the economic crisis, and suffers from a total colectomy requiring 

continuous treatments. The wife is a housewife who takes care of the house; they have no 

children. He is unable to ensure their basic daily needs and are living a difficult situation. Caritas 

assistance through this project seems essential to allow this family to secure their needs and live 

with dignity.

370 $100 Zawyeh
19CLF0

5384
7

This family lives in North Lebanon in their own modest house composed of 4 old rooms; the 

father in uemployed because of his illness (he had a stroke) and needs continuous expensive 

treatment. The mother is a housewife, also sick, and they have 5 children who still are students. 

The family is very poor since everyone is unemployed and have no financial support. They rely on 

the help of the benefactors. Therefore, Caritas' assistance through this project will allow the 

family to live with dignity and ensure their basic daily needs.

371 $50 Zawyeh
19CLF0

8096
2

This family lives in North Lebanon in a modest house composed of 4 pieces; the mother, widow 

long time ago, is a 55-year-old sick lady who takes medications on a regular basis and her son, 

only child, is a 36-year-old unemployed man because of the economic situation of the country. 

Both family members are out of work and have no source of income; therefore, Caritas' 

assistance through this project will allow the family to live with dignity and ensure their basic 

needs. 

372 $100 Zawyeh
20CLF1

0886
5

This family lives in North Lebanon in their own modest house composed of 5 rooms; the father in 

unemployed because he suffers from lung cancer and needs a monthly expensive medication 

(Alecensa) that costs 2,000,000 LBP which he is unable to afford regularly. The mother is a 

housewife who takes care of the house and their 3 children who are students. This family is poor 

and vulnerable, without any financial support because all themembers are unemployed; they are 

unable to ensure their daily needs. Therefore, Caritas' assistance through this project will allow 

the family to live with dignity and ensure their basic needs. 
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373 $75 Zawyeh
19CLF0

8103
3

This family lives in North Lebanon in their own modest house composed of 5 rooms; the father is 

unemployed because he suffers from cardiac problems and needs medications constantly. The 

mother also suffers from epilepsy and other chronic diseases that need permanent medications. 

They have one son who is also unemployed because of the economic situation of the country. 

This family is poor and vulnerable, without any financial support because all the members are 

unemployed. They cannot ensure their daily needs. Therefore, Caritas' assistance through this 

project will allow the family to live with dignity and ensure their basic needs. 

374 $50 Zawyeh
19CLF0

8315
2

This family lives in North Lebanon in their own modest house composed of 2 rooms; the mother 

is a 74 year old widow who lost her husband along time ago. Her only son, 34 years old, is 

unemployed; both of them suffer from poor vision and mental retardation. They have disability 

cards issued by the Ministry of Social Affairs. This family is poor and vulnerable, without any 

financial support because all its members are unemployed; they are unable to ensure their daily 

needs and they rely on the help of the benefactors to ensure some food. Therefore Caritas' 

assistance through this project will allow the family to live with dignity and ensure their basic 

needs. 

375 $75 Keserwen I
21CLM

06261
3

A newly widowed mother lives in Faraya with her 3 children including 2 married and a single 

daughter. Note that the brother-in-law is a 70-year-old priest also lives with the family and was 

hospitalized because of COVID-19. He is completely paralyzed and bedridden and is in critical 

health condition. Her sister takes care of him and accompanies him despite his physical and 

psychological pain (diapers, food, psychological support...). The family suffers from poverty 

especially in the sudden absence of the husband. The married children are unemployed, and the 

mother relies on her single daughter who works irregularly to meet on the one hand the medical 

needs of her mother who follows expensive treatments and those of her uncle, whose monthly 

expenses come in at over 700,000 LBP - and on the other hand the other regular daily expenses 

that a whole family needs which come to 3 million LBP per month. This difficult economic 

situation forces them to live in debt and to ask for help at all levels. 

376 $100 Keserwen I
21CLM

06724
4

A family with 4 people from the Bouar Region, the father, the mother and their 2 children (30 

and 28 years old). The profession of a father is installing wallpaper on the wall and decorating 

work, and due the pandemic, his work has stopped and he is now unemployed with no income 

for the house. As the mother, she was in prison eight months ago , and the reason is that she was 

in the car with her son and a police stopped them and saw the drugs in her son's bag.  She 

proved her innocence and was released. The eldest son, has an mental and physical disabilities 

since birth and is living at home and the younger is still in prison. 

The condition of the house is very poor, they have no food, this family needs help to survive. The 

parents don't work and they have no income or resources. They have many expenses for living, 

lawyers, and medicine for the eldest son who has health problems and disability that exceed two 

million Lebanese pounds per month. 
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377 $100 Keserwan I
21CLM

06375
5

The family that resides in Faraya is made up of a sick couple and 4 children (including 2 married, a 

single person and a disabled son). The father has lost his job due to the pandemic. The single son 

who used to be a daily worker is now jobless. The family has now one to rely and is in debt. They 

can no longer secure their medicines that cost 400,000 LBP per month in addition to the special 

needs of the disabled son (450,000 LBP/ month).  Moreover, they need around 3 million LBP for 

food and other basic needs. This family needs our help in order to survive these challenging times 

and live with dignity. 

378 $75 Keserwen II
20clf07

644
4

This family lives in Ajaltoun in a rented house for 400,000 LBP per month. The father, 70 years 

old, works as a security officer despite his age. He is a cardiac patient helped by the sector. The 

mother has a very weak health and goes to St. Georges' hospital; they are unable to pay for their 

vital needs because of the huge medical expenses. They have 3 children; 2 of them are married 

and another (the eldest) used to work in restaurants but stopped due to the covid-19 pandemic. 

The father has a lot of expenses to cover especially that he is receiving only half a salary; 

therefore, he came to Caritas asking our help  because his expenses are higher than his 

resources. Family in need of help and support.

379 $75 Keserwen II
 20clf1

4650
4

This family lives in Zouk Mikael in a rented house for 700,000 LBP per month. The father, 55 

years old, is a taxi driver, he is helped by the sector. The mother in on dialysis, has a weak health 

and is hospitalized at St. Georges' hospital. The family is unable to secure their basic needs and 

medications. They have 3 kids who still study. The eldest used to work in restaurants and 

currently at home because of the covid-19 pandemic. Considering the economic situation, the 

father has a lot of expenses to cover and a lot of debts to pay. The father came to Caritas asking 

for our support; this is a vulnerable family that needs our help.

380 $100 Keserwen II
20clf12

530
5

This family lives in a rented house in Zouk Mikael for 600,000 LBP per month. The father, a 71 

year old taxi driver who had an open heart surgery, is helped by the sector. The mother suffers 

from depression, presents a weak health, and she is unable to secure the basic needs given the 

huge medical expenses. They have 3 children who work part time (the eldest used to work in 

restaurants but currently is at home because of covid-19). Considering the economic situation, 

the father has a lot of expenses to cover and alot of debts to pay. The mother came to Caritas 

asking asking our support; this is a vulnerable family that needs our help.

381 $100 Keserwen II
20clf16

630
5

This family lives in Rayfoun in a rented house for 450,000 LBP per month. The father, 45 years 

old, is an employee receiving half a salary  and has a very weak health. The mother takes care of 

their 3 children who all go to a semi public school, the mother suffers from depression and has a 

weak health as well. She is unable to ensure the basic vital needs of her family. They have alot of 

expenses and debts to pay. The mother came to Caritas asking for our support to pay the rent 

fees. Their  expenses are higher than their resources. To note that the kids are upset and not well 

because of the situation.

382 $100 Akkar
19CLF0

6722
6

This family is composed of the father who was in jail and thus cannot find a job. The mother is a 

housewife and they have 4 children (the eldest suffers from epilepsy and needs continuous 

treatment). They live in an old two-room house that belongs to the father's parents. The family is 

livimg in a very difficult situation especially that they have no medical insurance.
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383 $50 Akkar
19CLF0

5178
2

A vulnerable widow lives with her disabled son in a one-room rented house. She suffers from 

hypertension and needs continuous treatment. The family has no source of income except the 

help of the benefactors which is not sufficient to ensure their basic needs especially that both of 

them have no medical coverage.

384 $50 Akkar
19CLF0

6775
2

An old vulnerable couple, has no kids, lives alone in an unsanitary house composed of 2 rooms. 

The wife is hemiplegic, had an open heart surgery and is under regular treatment. They have no 

source of income except the help of the benefactors which is not enough to ensure their needs 

especially that they have no medical insurance.

385 $100 Baalback

19CLM

C01397

7

5

This family is composed of 5 members; the father, mother and 3 children which 2 of them suffer 

from epilepsy and need a medical treatment, and the third child is still at school. The father used 

to work in UAE for several years because there were no job opportunities in Lebanon before he 

was deported 5 months ago. He didn't receive his retirement income and came back to Lebanon 

with no money.  His family has no income and the kids' treatments cost 200 USD per month. The 

father is searching for a job but it is in vain because of the situation of the country. Our financial 

assistance at this time will help the family overcome the difficult situation they are in; to ensure 

food and medications for their kids.

386 $100 Baalback

19CLM

C01647

1

9

This family is composed of 9 members; the father, mother and their 7 children. The parents are 

old and they are chronic patients, both of them under medical treatments; they have a deceased 

son, a married girl, and 5 people with physical and mental disabilities children who need a 

medical follow-up and cannot work, a divorced daughter who cleans the church and receives a 

small amount of money (barely enough for food) and finally a son who works in gardening and 

also receives a minimal income which is not enough to pay the medical bills, and all other needs 

of the house. This family's situation requires help and support.

387 $75 Bekaa North
20CLM

07393
4

This 58 year old married and unemployed man is the only support of his family. He lives in a small 

room in the school of the village with his wife and two children in Safra village. He used to work 

as a blacksmith but due to the economic situation, he lost his job. This family is in desperate 

need; therefore Caritas' assistance through this project will allow this family to live with dignity 

and secure their basic needs.

388 $100 Bekaa North
20CLM

07376
9

This 60 year old married and unemployed man is the only support of his family. He lives in a 

modest house with his wife, 4 children, two single sisters and his mother in Safra village. He is 

unemployed and he couldn’t find any job due to economic situation. This family is in desperate 

need for help; therefore Caritas' assistance through this project will allow this family to live with 

dignity and secure their basic needs.

389 $75 Jebbeh Becharreh
19CLF0

8462
4

This family is composed of four members. The father is an aggressive alcoholic man who 

mistreats his wife and his  children, the mother became unemployed after this economic crisis, 

the daughter is in college and the son finished his studies and is still looking for a job. This family 

became insecure after the mother was laid off. They need our assistance to survive.

390 $75 Bekaa Est

19CLM

C02085

3

4

The head of the household worked hard to find a job and he did; but he suffers from gastric and 

cardiac diseases, which led him to being jobless again. This young man is responsible for 2 little 

children and his wife who takes care of the family. The family is living poorly and is not able to 

provide its daily bread.
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391 $100
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

20CLF0

3739
5

This family lives in Qlaiaa, It is composed of 5 people (parents and 3 children).

The father is a daily construction worker with no fixed income nor resources. Due to the 

economic crisis the country is going through, the father can hardly find work, he receives a very 

minimal amount insufficient for the expenses of his family. The mother is a housewife who takes 

care of the children, who are educated in a public school. She is very worried about her 

husband's work which is leading to constant marital conflicts. They live in their own house 

composed of 4 rooms, a kitchen and toilets; it is in good condition and clean.

They have no fixed income or resources and are in debt. The family receives some humanitarian 

food aid from benefactors and Caritas. 

This financial and moral burden weighs heavily on the parents. Considering the recent situation 

of the country, and given the covid-19 pandemic, a new system of education has been adopted 

through the Internet; this is normally followed by additional expenses. Children do not follow 

their studies online on a regular basis because they could not provide the necessary 

arrangements given the financial state of the family.

392 $100
Marjeyoun-

Hasbaya

19CLF0

8343
6

This family lives in Jdeidet Marjeyoun in difficult conditions; it is composed of 6 members (the 

separated woman with her son,and her 4 sisters and brothers).

After having endured a very difficult life with her ex-husband (SGVB), this woman got separated 

from her husband and nowadays she lives with her unmarried brothers and sisters in their 

parental home. Despite this, she is a  hardworking woman and works courageously to earn her 

daily bread; she had to work as a cleaning lady in a private school, and recently she worked in a 

convent in the region. Her only son is pursuing his studies in a technical school. While she 

devotes her whole life to him, the mother continues to struggle to be able to secure a good 

future for her son. As for her brothers and sisters, they have no income nor resources, except the 

sister who works as a cleaning lady in a private school, but recently, she's receiving half a salary 

because of the recent situation in the country. In addition, her brothers are unemployed due to 

their chronic mental illnesses and their need for a continuous medical treatment.

They live in a rented house that is old and needs rehabilitation. It is composed of 3 rooms, a 

kitchen and toilets. It is very humid and needs maintenance, but it is very clean.

Financial conditions: Very minimal and insufficient income. Family in debt (schooling - electricity - 

heating - rental). She receives some humanitarian aid and food (benefactors and Caritas). The 

economic situation is quite difficult.

Additional details: Considering the above circumstances, the woman, with this heavy burden, is 

very distressed; she's confused and she's thinking alot about her son's future; she always 

expresses that she is very tired and exhausted. In addition, given the recent situation in the 

country, and given the Coronavirus pandemic, a new education system has been adopted 

through the Internet; this is normally followed by additional expenses which she is unable to 

provide. 
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393 $100 Tyr
19CLF0

9885
5

This man , a 30 year old orphan, has down syndrome and a chronic disease. He lives with his 

married brother who has 2 kids, and works as a soldier in the army for limited income  (it is not 

sufficient to meet the needs of his family). The man with down syndrome has no social security 

because the policy of the army does not involve the brother. They live in a small house consisting 

of 3 rooms, a kitchen, and a bathroom; it is full of humidity. They have debts that they can't pay 

back. They borrow money to provide the medication for the man with down syndrome. So, he is 

in desperate need of help. Therefore Caritas' assistance through this project will allow the family 

to live with dignity and secure their basic needs.

394 $50 Tyr
19CLF0

6321
2

An elderly widow suffering from hypertension and diabetes, needs a continuous treatment. She 

broke her leg 9 months ago and uses a walker. She lives with her son who has down syndrome. 

They live in an old house and they have no income. They rely on the help of benefactors. 

Therefore, Caritas's assistance through this project will allow the family to live with dignity and 

secure their basic needs. 

395 $100 Metn IV
19CLF0

9779
8

Family of eight; elderly sick parents need expensive medicines and special care. They have a 

single son and a married one who live with them. The single son used to work in a hotel and 

because of the economic situation he lost his job and he is currently looking for another. The 

married son has his wife and 3 children at his expense. He suffers from a serious back problem 

and can no longer work, the three minor children attend a semi-free school and his wife is 

employed but her salary is never enough. So this large family needs help to survive these 

challenging timees and Caritas's assistance through this project will allow this family to live with 

dignity and secure their basic needs. 

396 $200 Jezzine
20CLF0

0099
18

This family has 18 members; the parents and 16 children. 11 girls and 5 boys. 3 of the girls are 

married so in total there are 13 kids in the house. The father is a soldier in the Lebanese Army 

and his salary is barely sufficient for 2 days of the month. The mother is a housewife. The eldest 

is 19 years old while the youngest is one year old. All of them are in good health except the 

mother who is tired a lot. Most of the kids live in an orphanage at the village only in winter but 

come home every weekend (Saturday and Sunday). They live in their own house that is humid 

but in a good condition. They all sleep in the same bedroom separated from their parents with a 

curtain. The neighbors, NGOs and benefactors help them from time to time. 

397 $100
West Bekaa & 

Rachaya

20CLF0

0240
5

This is a family of 5; the father is the only one who works as a daily worker and has health 

problems. The wife also has a health problem. They need medications every month and need to 

pay tuition fees for 3 children. 

398 $100
West Bekaa & 

Rachaya

19CLF0

5196
5

This family is composed of 5 members; the father, mother and their 3 children (2 of them are 

married). The parents are chronic patients; in addition the father has cancer and has been 

hemiplegic for 6 years. The medications bill is 700,000 LBP per month without the diapers and 

the basic vital needs. The only source of income is their son's; he is a soldier in the army and he 

tries to help them as much as possible but it is not sufficient considering the monthly expenses. 
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399 $100

Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

19CLF0

4203
5

This family is composed of 5 members; the parents and their 3 children. The father used to work 

as a driver for a factory but his health deteriorated due to a disease. The mother is a housewife 

who takes care of her husband and children: the eldest is 15 years old while the youngest is 11 

years old and they are all healthy. They live in a humid unsanitary house in the village . 

Sometimes this family, with no income, has no food on its table for the kids to eat and most of 

the time they rely on the help of the benefactors and neighbors (food and medications). 

Therefore Caritas' assistance through this project will allow the family to live with dignity and 

ensure their basic needs. 

400 $100

Saida - 

Nabatyeh 

Zahrani

19CLF0

5139
7

This family is composed of 7 members; the parents and their 5 children. The father used to work 

as a technician in a school near the village but then they informed him that they hired another 

contractual technician and now he works as a daily laborer. The mother is a housewife who takes 

care of her children which 2 of them suffer from autism; they have been recently going to a 

specialised school, in addition they need monthly expensive medications (the father can't afford 

them without the help of the neighbors and benefactors). The three other kids are healthy and 

go to a school near the village (the eldest is 16 years old while the youngest is 4 years old). They 

live in the grandparents' house; it is sanitary and clean for the kids. This family has no regular 

income and the kids need healthy food and medications. Caritas' assistance through this project 

will allow the family to live with dignity and ensure their basic needs. 

401 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Marie D M An old widow woman who lives alone without any income

402 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Outor Y S I A single woman who lives with her married sister,she suffers from several health problems and 

does not have any income

403 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Bernadette A 

I

A single Woman who lives alone without any financial resource

404 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Michela F I A young girl with a mental disability who lives with her family who suffers from financial 

difficulties

405 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Therazia K B I An old widow woman who lives alone without any income

406 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Roula E C A Divorced Woman who lives alone with no income

407 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Mikhael D C A bedridden old man lives with his two sisters, brother and sister suffering from cancer. This 

family lives under difficult financial conditions

408 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Toni D C The head of a family has suffered from the Coronavirus, and his health has deteriorated, which 

has led to him leaving his job

409 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Mikhael F C A farmer has three children and his two single sisters live with him and his income is barely 

enough to meet the needs of his children.

410 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Raymond N C The head of a family of three children, he suffer from Parkinson's disease and is unable to make 

any effort and has become unable to speak in an understandable manner and needs several 

medications per month.
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411 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Seba H I An old man lives with his son and daughter who are unemployed due to the economic situation 

and this family lives without any income.

412 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Yaacoub H I A widowed old man who has no children, does not work, and suffers from several health 

problems

413 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Layla G T An old widow woman lives with her married son, who has a family of four daughters, and he is a 

daily laborer whose income is limited and is not sufficient to meet basic needs.

414 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Helene R C A widowed woman who lives with her single son, who suffers from health and nervous problems, 

who works as a daily worker and does not have a fixed income.

415 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Mauris D C Maurice is the head of a family of two sons, Maurice is unemployed, his wife works in a hospital, 

but with half a pension. This family is unable to meet their basic needs, especially the needs of 

their children.

416 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Ibrahim D C Ibrahim is an old single man who suffers from several diseases. He lives with his three sisters. 

This family does not have a financial income and lives on aid.

417 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Marie F A A widow who lives with her married daughter, suffers from several health problems, and does 

not have any income.

418 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

David C C A farmer man who has a little girl, his limited income, cannot meet his child's basic needs such as 

milk and diapers, ...

419 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Jean C E I The head of a family consisting of two sons, he works as a bus driver to transport the children to 

school, but this year, due to Corona and the closure of schools, he has become without work and 

income and his wife does not work

420 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Jamal R C A single girl who does not work, lives with her brother, suffers from several health problems, and 

does not have any financial resources.

421 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Challita B C An old man who lives with his wife and his son, Challita cannot work due to his health condition, 

and his son is also without work.

422 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Jeanette V T 

C

An old widow lives with her single son who works as a salesperson and has no steady income

423 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Roumanos W 

I

An old man lives with his wife after the marriage of his children, and he has no financial return 

,but a help from his children, but under the current circumstances, every child can hardly meet 

the needs of his children.

424 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Charbel R I Charbel is a father of three children, he works in a company, but with a small pension, which is 

not sufficient to cover the basic needs of his family

425 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Dania Y K A widow with three children, her husband died shortly after his struggle with illness. She was 

forced to assume responsibility and search for work, but her little pension is not sufficient to 

meet the basic needs of her children.

426 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Talal S C Talal, the head of a family of two sons, suffers from diabetes and vision problems and is unable 

to do any work.

His children are still in school and his wife is not working.

This family lives in difficult financial conditions.
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427 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Marie V D I A widow lives with her single son, who suffers from several health problems and is unable to 

work.

428 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Jeanette E M A widow lives with her single son who works as a barber, but this year, due to the Coronavirus 

and the general closure, he remained without work and without any income.

428 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Simone E C A young man suffers from cancer, undergoes chemotherapy, and lives with his brother.

430 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Jarjoura W I An old man lives with his wife and daughter. He used to work as a taxi driver, but his health 

conditions did not allow him to work

431 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Wadih C I Wadih is the father of two daughters,he works as a bus driver in a company, and his little income  

is not enough to meet the basic needs of his children

432 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Michel D C Michel suffers from several health problems, dialysis and vision problems, and he cannot do any 

work. her single daughter work to be able to provide her parents needs.

433 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Boutros K I An old man whose live with her three childrens , he  suffers from several health problems and is 

unable to work.

434 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Dawra E Y An old widow who lives alone, does not work and has no income

435 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Carlos S I Carols is the father of two little boys, he works  as a barber, but this year, due to the Coronavirus 

and the general closure, he remained without work and without any income.

436 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Fawzi D C Fawzi is a father of two children, he works in a company for a little income , that is not enough to 

provide the basics needs of his children.

437 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Dib M C Dib works in a company but with a little income, his wife is a pregnant woman.

438 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Wakim R C The head of a family consisting of one son, he works as a bus driver to transport the children to 

school, but this year, due to Corona and the closure of schools, he has become without work and 

income and his wife does not work

439 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Jack B C The head of a family consisting of two sons, he works as a bus driver to transport the children to 

school, but this year, due to Corona and the closure of schools, he has become without work and 

income and his wife does not work

 

440 Billa-Jebbeh-

Becharreh

Joe R I The head of a family consisting of three children, his a daily worker with a little income with is 

not enough to provide the basic needs of their childreen.


